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Summary
In this thesis, the challenges associated with the automatic prediction of 3D shape and pose
of subjects from both RGB and RGB-D images will be discussed, and the unique difficulties
that arise when these subjects are animals. The motivation for my attempt to address some
of these challenges and the reasons why the area of the automatic extraction of animal pose
is a topic of interest will be presented. The contributions of this thesis will then be outlined.
A brief history of animal motion capture and pose prediction will be given, leading on to a
discussion of the most recent methods and their results. This will lead on to the work carried
out during the undertaking of this thesis. Details will be given of experiments involving the
creation of statistical pose models and how these can be leveraged when predicting the pose
of a horse and dog. Next, the process of collecting a multi-modal dataset of canine shape and
pose will be discussed and examples given of the more expressive canine pose models this
data can be used to produce. In addition, a canine shape model is created. A potential use of
this large dataset involves the prediction of canine shape and pose from RGB-D images. This
comprises of a pipeline where a neural network first predicts the 3D joints of the animal, and a
pose-prior model is fit to these locations in order to produce skeleton joint rotations. From this
skeleton, a posed mesh can be created. The pipeline is compared to other current methods and
quantitative evaluations are given. Finally, I will present my conclusions and discuss possible




The automatic extraction of shape and pose of subjects from images and videos is arguably one
of the most active areas of interest in computer vision. Shape estimation consists of inferring
the overall identity of the subject such as the global size of the subject, and the thickness and
length of limbs. Pose estimation is the process of inferring information about the skeleton
configuration, represented either as 2D/3D locations or 3D rotations of the joints. While shape
and pose estimation have traditionally focused on human subjects, there has been an increased
interest in animal subjects in recent years [9, 7, 6, 13].
Traditional methods of motion capture are currently still the most accurate and involve plac-
ing markers on the subject. These markers are then recorded from multiple viewpoints and
reconstructed in 3D space using triangulation. It is possible to place markers on certain trained
animals such as dogs to employ these motion-capture techniques. Nevertheless, there are far
more practical difficulties associated with animal subjects when compared with humans. Some
animals such as cats will not tolerate any markers placed on their bodies or may find the process
distressing. It is also impractical to use markers on wild animals, or animals in their natural
environment, where no human contact is required. When using reflective markers, as opposed
to active light-emitting diode (LED) markers, the lighting conditions in the area must remain
constant and so recording is generally confined to a studio location. This further restricts the
conditions in which the animal can be recorded. Therefore, to address these issues, this thesis
will investigate methods which use completely markerless pose-estimation approaches.
Approaches for markerless pose-estimation can be divided into two groups: top-down and
bottom-up. A top-down method locates all potential subjects in the input image and then the
pose-estimation method is applied to each subject in turn, producing the joint information. On
the other hand, a bottom-up method locates all potential joint locations in the images and an
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algorithm then defines how best to associate relationships between these joints. In the process
these relationships divide the joints into different subjects. The work in this thesis assumes
only one animal is present in the image at a given time and uses a top-down approach.
The relative lack of available labelled animal shape and pose data is an additional difficulty
when dealing with animal subjects. A common method of creating 2D annotated data for
human subjects is to manually label the images. While 2D ground-truth joint positions of
the animals can be manually labelled, the results may not be accurate or are limited to those
joints which are easily identifiable by the user in the image such as an elbow or knee. Some
datasets containing this 2D information are available [7, 9]. However, no corresponding 3D
data is currently available. Acquiring this 3D data requires expensive motion-capture systems,
and post-processing to produce the finalised skeletons that are synchronised with the images.
However, this ground-truth data is essential when seeking to quantitatively evaluate 3D pose
estimation algorithms.
Estimating shape and pose from images is difficult due to the high dimensionality of the prob-
lem. Parametric models can be used to represent shape and pose in much lower dimensions
than the original data itself, thus lowering the search space for optimisation functions. Another
advantage of these models is that they can be created using a relatively small dataset. They can
be divided into generative and discriminative models. Let x be the observed data and y be the
target data. A generative model learns the joint probability distribution P (x, y) and uses Bayes
Theorem to model the conditional probability, P (x|y), whereas a discriminative model is a
model of the conditional probability P (y|x). The work in this thesis makes use of generative
models, mainly the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) model, and the Gaussian Process
Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) [14] and its extensions.
In recent years, neural networks have proven to be a popular and most accurate method of
human markerless pose estimation [15]. Given a training set of joint-annotated images, they
can learn the association between image features and these annotations, thus producing poten-
tial joint locations when given a new, unseen image. They require large amounts of training
data in order to achieve these high rates of accuracy. The work in this thesis makes use of a
stacked-hourglass network, where image features across multiple image scales are combined
by the network.
Dogs were chosen as the main capture subject of this thesis for several reasons:
• Their popularity as a pet means that sourcing a potential dog to record is straightforward
when compared to other animals.
• They are familiar with human contact and so generally accept wearing the motion-
9
Figure 1-1: The shape and size of dogs vary widely across the different breeds. Due to this
variety, and the close relationship between dogs and humans, they are an ideal subject when
developing new techniques for shape and pose estimation, which can later be extended to other
animals. (Image source: [17])
capture suits.
• They can be brought into the motion-capture studio with ease
• They respond to given directions producing comparable motions across numerous sub-
jects.
• Their diverse body shape and size means that data with interesting variations can be
recorded while still focusing on a single species.
In this work presented, motion-capture data recorded from a selection of dogs is used to gen-
erate a dataset of synthetic depth images. This data is then used to train a stacked hourglass
network to predict joint locations in 3D space. Given the joints predicted by the network, a PCA
model can be used to predict the shape of an unknown dog, and a Hierarchical-GPLVM [16] is
used to constrain the joint locations to those which are physically plausible. This H-GPLVM
is trained with the rotation data of joints in a skeleton across several sequences. Finally, linear
blend skinning is used to manipulate a mesh of the dog using the skeleton produced by the
H-GPLVM. I believe this is the first method to train a neural network to predict 3D animal
shape and pose from RGB-D images, and to compare the pipeline results to ground-truth 3D
joint positions.
1.1 Objective
The aim of my research is to develop a pipeline to automatically predict the shape and pose
of an animal in a robust manner. As the prediction of a 3D pose from 2D images is difficult
due to pose ambiguities, this work will focus on input data in the form of point clouds as a
result of multi-view RGB images or RGB-D images. Initially, the focus will be on horses and
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dogs as their popularity in films [18, 19] and video games [20, 21] mean that motion-capture
techniques have frequently been used to record these animals. It is hoped that it will be possible
to then extend this work to other quadruped species.
While human and animal motions exist in a high-dimensional space, parametric models utilise
the observation that these motions exist in a lower-dimensional non-linear subspace embedded
in the original high-dimensional space. Two models will be created; one to represent the
shape of the animal in the form of mesh vertex offsets and the other will represent pose in the
form of skeleton joint rotations. In order to make the pipeline more robust to noise, a neural
network will be trained with noisy, synthetic depth images and annotated joint locations in
the images. Previous work in the field show that the information learned by machine learning
algorithms trained with synthetic depth data can then be transferred when tested on real-world
data, producing good results.
In carrying out this research, a secondary aim is to collect the first comprehensive dataset of
canine shape and pose. The modalities of this dataset consist of multi-view 4K RGB and
multi-view RGB-D with corresponding ground-truth motion-capture data. To my knowledge,
no similar datasets exist for any species of animal. Potential applications for this dataset include
the quantitative evaluation of pose-estimation algorithms, and the training of neural networks.
Outside the field of Computer Vision, it may also have potential applications for those inter-
ested in the movement of animals, for example, artists, animators, veterinary surgeons and
animal handlers. Additional details about the interest of animal pose in varies industries are
provided in the following section.
1.2 Motivation
Animals are more difficult subjects to record than humans. They will generally not tolerate a
motion-capture suit or markers. In most cases, they are unresponsive to orders or directions.
While it is possible to use optical markers with some domesticated animals, it is not practical
or safe to use such a system on other animals. It is possible that placing markers on an animal
will cause discomfort and so the movement recorded of the animal will not be representative of
their natural movement. For situations where it is required to record the animal in their natural
environment, no human contact is preferred and so it would be desirable to have a completely
markerless approach to recording the animal.
When aiming to create a shape model of animals, certain unique difficulties must be overcome.
Not only do animals not stay still during laser scanning (a process commonly used when cre-
ating scans of human subjects [22]), but there is also a wide range of variation in body shape
and skeleton configuration across species. This variation can be constrained to even a single
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species, especially when considering domesticated dogs, as shown in Figure 1-1. The range
of variation in the shape of humans is much smaller and, therefore, an accurate model can be
created with a relatively small training set of data.
The ability to make animal motion capture more accessible would have a positive impact in the
areas of health, sport, entertainment and scientific study as described in Sections 1.2.1 - 1.2.3.
1.2.1 Animal Health and Scientific Study
Kinematic analysis is the non-invasive process of studying animal locomotion either using the
naked eye or with instruments. It can be used to determine any difficulties the animal may
have with their gait. Appropriate treatment such as medication and exercise can be prescribed,
if needed, and gait analysis may then be applied at intervals of time in order to quantify any
healing progress with the animal.
Lameness in animals is difficult to detect with the naked eye when this lameness is subtle.
McCracken et al. [23] show that in the vast majority of trials carried out by the authors, inertial
sensors detected lameness in horses either sooner or at the same time as veterinary experts.
Licka et al. [24] track optical markers placed on the hooves, head and back of 22 horses in
order to study the movement in the spine when walking on a treadmill. Carr and Dycus [25]
combine markers and forces plates in order to analyse the gait of dogs. Similar techniques have
been applied to animals such as rats [26] and geckos [27].
Along with the scientific methods of analysing gait, the characteristics of animals can be anal-
ysed to create new inventions. For example, King et al. [28] studied the climbing and clinging
adhesion of geckos in order to create a product called GeckskinTM, a powerful adhesive that is
easily removable and does not leave a residue.
Motion capture could contribute to preserving a record of animals for future generations. Sci-
entists estimate that every day, approximately 150-200 species of plants and animals become
extinct, with the UN Environment Programme declaring that the Earth is currently experienc-
ing a period of mass extinction [29]. Digital Life [30] is company who create high-quality
3D models of animals from scans with the intention of using these for scientific study and
conversation efforts.
1.2.2 Animal Sporting Industry
British horse-racing is worth almost £3.5 billion annually to the UK economy and it is both
directly and indirectly responsible for 85,000 full-time jobs [31]. There is a high cost to owning
a horse in a professional setting; the Racehorse Owner’s Association estimates the annual cost
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of owning a racehorse to be approximately £22,600, with the annual cost of owning a horse
for showjumping to be approximately £16,300 [32]. The top dressage horses, show jumping
horses and racehorses are worth millions of pounds [33].
Motion capture has been used for sports performance analysis for humans [34]. With the large
amounts of money associated with the dressage, show jumping and racing industries, motion
capture could be used to analyse the performance of the horses to obtain improvements. Inertial
sensors have proved to be a popular method of capture when working with horses as they are
not confined by a capture volume [35, 36, 37].
1.2.3 Entertainment Industry
A report released by the British Film Institute states that, in 2017, the film industry contributed
£6 billion to the UK Gross Domestic Product [38]. The video game industry contributed £1.8
billion in 2018 [39].
While the use of motion capture in films and video games is now firmly established [40],
capturing animals is less common. In cases such as Disney’s new incarnation of The Jungle
Book [41], human actors were used to motion capture some of the humanoid animal characters.
Animators combined the result of this with reference videos of animals and reference videos
of the actors’ performances in order to hand-animate the animals [42].
Motion-capture data of animals has been used in various films and video games such as horses
in ‘Red Dead Redemption’ [43] and dogs in ‘Call of Duty: Ghosts’ [21]. In both cases, optical
markers were placed on the animals, with the technicians finding the process of optical capture
arduous [20, 44].
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis begins with a literature review in Chapter 2, first looking at the historical interest
in the area of animal motion. Secondly, the range of current techniques of motion capture
is described. These include the optical techniques of marker-based and markerless methods,
along with a non-optical technique where inertial sensors are used. Finally, the datasets that
are currently available for use in shape and pose estimation are studied. As few corresponding
datasets are available for animals, this study will include human-focused datasets, in order to
discern the typical dataset structure and its contents.
Chapter 3 involves the collection of a small dataset of both horse and dog motion. As paramet-
ric models have frequently been used for shape and pose estimation, those which are relevant
to my work will be discussed. Parametric models representing pose are built from the data
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collected and these models are then used as a prior when estimating the pose of the animals
from multi-view reconstructions and synthetic depth images.
In Chapter 4, the process of the preparation and collection of a large multi-modal dataset of
the shape and pose of 16 different dogs will be described. In this dataset, RGB and RGB-D
multi-view images along with ground-truth motion-capture data are recorded. Such a dataset
provides an opportunity for quantitative evaluation of canine pose estimation algorithms, and
a sufficient amount of data for training architecture such as neural networks and general adver-
sarial networks. The recorded data is used to create a canine shape model and more expressive
pose models than those created in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 5, a pipeline for estimating canine shape and pose from RGB-D images is presented.
The motion data collected in the previous chapter is used to generate synthetic dog skeleton and
meshes. A model of a Microsoft Kinect sensor renders these as RGB-D images with realistic
noise. The images and skeleton data are used to train a stacked hourglass network to predict
the 3D joint locations of the animal. The shape model from Chapter 4 is used to predict the
mesh and bone lengths of the dog being recorded, while the pose model constrains the network
output to ensure the pose is physically possible to achieve.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the thesis concludes with a discussion of the outcomes and possible
directions for future work.
1.4 Overview of Contributions
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• A novel dataset of RGB-D canine data with skeletal ground truth estimated from a syn-
chronised Vicon motion-capture system (Chapter 4). This dataset will be made available
to the research community.
• Prediction of 3D shape (meshes and model parameters), 3D joint locations and estima-
tion of a kinematic skeleton of canines using RGB-D input data (Chapter 5).
• Training a stacked hourglass CNN architecture for initial joint estimation and a H-
GPLVM to resolve pose ambiguities, refine fitting and convert joint positions to a kine-
matic skeleton (Chapter 5, Sections 5.2.4, 5.2.5).
• A novel approach for training RGB-D based pose prediction networks using synthetic
data that leverages methods for RGB-D noise prediction (Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3).
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1.5 Poster, Presentation and Potential Publication Resulting from
the PhD
I presented a poster titled ‘Markerless Motion Capture of Quadrupeds from Depth Information’
at the Vision Researchers Colloquium in the first year of this PhD. This conference is led by
the Bristol Vision Institute (BVI) and is a collaboration between it and the computer vision
researchers in the Universities of Bath, Exeter and Cardiff. The poster covered some of the
work described in Chapter 3, where a pose-prior model is created from motion-capture data
of a dog. The surface of the model is fit to the point cloud reconstructed from a depth image,
producing the pose of the dog in the process.
In the final year of my PhD, I gave a talk at the same conference, where I presented the work
described in Chapter 5 in its then state. In this work, a neural network is trained with synthetic
depth images to predict 3D joint positions, and a pose-prior model refines these predictions. A
shape model predicts the neutral mesh of the dog.
Finally, a paper based on the work presented in Chapter 5 was accepted for a poster presentation




This literature review begins with a general discussion of the history of animal motion capture.
Secondly, the current methods of capturing both human and animal subjects will be described.
This will include a discussion of the techniques both of building statistical models with a
limited amount of data and training neural networks when a large amount of data is available,
in order to use these for pose and shape estimation. Finally, a description of the contents and
modalities of the most popular human and animal shape and pose datasets will be presented,
which can be used to train these models and networks.
Motion capture can be divided into optical and non-optical techniques. Optical systems include
marker-based methods where reflective or LED markers on a subject are recorded from multi-
ple cameras and reconstructed using triangulation. Marker-ess methods can be achieved using
computer vision and machine learning algorithms. Non-optical techniques include the subject
wearing inertial sensors. An advantage of this latter technique is that it does not require any
cameras and, as such, is neither limited by a capture volume nor suffers from limb occlusion.
Marker-based techniques are currently the VFX industry-preferred technique due to accuracy
and reliability.
2.1 Historical Interest in Animal Motion Capture
Optical motion capture dates back to the mid-19th century with the invention of chronopho-
tography, a term created by Étienne-Jules Marey to describe the use of photography for the
purpose of analysing movement [45]. Marey and Eadweard Muybridge are two of the most
well-known chronophotographers. Muybridge’s ‘The Human Figure in Motion’ and ‘Animals
in Motion’ are still considered essential resources for animators [46, 47].
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Figure 2-1: Diagrams of the apparatus used by Étienne-Jules Marey to record the horse in
motion. Both images taken from [50]
Due to the long exposure time required by early cameras, until the mid-1800s, only fossils,
dead or taxidermied animals could be photographed. However, as the exposure times began to
reduce, static domestic animals could be photographed and eventually wild, moving animals
[48].
Étienne-Jules Marey (1830 - 1904) invented several mechanical devices which could be used
to record human and animal activities. A variation of the odograph was used to record the
length, frequency and total number of steps taken by a horse. Rubber tubes were connected
from the device to the horse’s cannon bones and secured with a leather bracelet [49]. As the
legs moved, the pressure from the bracelet caused air to move through the tubes to a recording
device held by the rider, seen in Figure 2-1. Four needles in the device, one for each leg, then
made marks on paper to be interpreted later.
Marey also created a device to record the movement of a pigeon’s wings. Essential to this
device was a pantograph, which is used to transfer an output signal at a different predetermined
scale to the input signal. First, the bird was placed in a harness, with its wings able to move
freely. The harness was suspended on a long metal arm that was connected to a central pivot
point. A piece of wood on the harness was attached to a pantograph, which was made of two
rubber capsules. One capsule was connected to the joints in the bird’s wings and transmitted
the movements to the second capsule. The second capsule then used pneumatics to transmit
the movements to a recording device.
Marey also invented and further developed photographic devices and was eventually able to
record subjects at 60 frames per second (fps) on celluloid film [51, 52]. The subjects of his
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photography were several species of birds and animals, various human activities and also phe-
nomena such as smoke and water.
Eadweard Muybridge (1830 - 1904) is most widely known for proving that there is a moment
in time when all four of a horse’s legs are off the ground simultaneously when in gallop. This
was first achieved in 1872 or thereabouts, when a single photograph was taken. However, this
photograph no longer exists. It is said that the long exposure time meant that details in the
image were difficult to discern [53].
In 1877, Muybridge made a second attempt to capture the movements of a horse (and other
subjects) over a series of photographs taken from 12 cameras arranged first uniformly in a
line, and later altered to record with varying positions and orientations. These cameras were
fitted with Muybridge’s high-speed shutter and were triggered by one of two methods. The
first method involved a mechanical trigger, where threads were stretched across a track. The
horse would run along the track, breaking these threads and releasing each shutter in turn. The
second method involved placing threads under the track when recording a horse pulling a sulky.
The weight from the wheels of the cart would activate the shutters.
From 1884 to 1886, Muybridge worked with the University of Pennsylvania to produce over
100,000 photographs. Muybridge had more advanced equipment at this point and used a timer
mechanism to trigger the shutters. Gelatin dry-plates were faster and more convenient than the
previously-used wet-plates. These photographs also contained much more surface detail than
the previous photographs. A grid was placed in the background so that accurate measurements
could be made regarding the subjects’ movements. Thirty cameras were used to record motion
either over time or record the same instance of time from various angles. A wide range of
human activities and many species of animals were recorded. This work was published in ’An-
imals in Motion’, 1899, [54] and ’The Human Figure in Motion’, 1901, [55] and an example
is shown in Figure 2-2.
2.2 Current Motion-Capture Techniques
In general, motion-capture algorithms which focus on human subjects may also be applied
to animal subjects. For marker-based methods, and techniques involving inertial sensors, the
same reconstruction and tracking algorithms can be applied. Certain markerless methods, such
as those involving neural networks, require large amounts of annotated training images and the
corresponding data for animals may not currently be available. However, it is advantageous to
understand these methods for the beneficial insights they present, regardless of the subject.
For clarity, this section is separated into optical methods that require markers, methods that do
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Figure 2-2: A sequence of photographs of a dog running recorded by Eadweard Muybridge
[54] while working with the University of Pennsylvania. The same moments in time are cap-
tured by cameras at two different positions and orientations.
not require markers, and non-optical methods of motion capture.
2.2.1 Marker-based Approaches
Optical motion capture using reflective or LED markers is the technique currently preferred
by the entertainment industry due to its robustness, precision and accuracy. In the case of
reflective markers, cameras emit infra-red light which illuminates the marker in the image. The
recorded images are in black and white, with the markers appearing as bright pixels on a dark
background. The actor will typically wear a dark suit with 30 to 50 markers placed in specific
locations, such that the position and orientation of each body part can be determined. The
cameras are positioned around the capture volume in such a way that they cover as much of the
space as possible. The cameras are calibrated using a wand, for example, on which LED lights
are positioned at fixed, known distances from each other. Given the calibration parameters, 3D
positions of the markers are obtained through triangulation. The markers are assigned a label
in order to be identifiable through a sequence and each marker is given a relationship to one
or more bones in the skeleton. As the markers’ positions change from frame-to-frame, inverse
kinematics are used to find the skeleton joint rotations which best describe these new marker
positions. One of the first occurrences of this method was presented by Bodenheimer et al.
[56].
The algorithms used for optical marker-based motion capture have been well-defined over the
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years. Recent papers mainly focus on improving the accuracy of marker label assignment [57],
the prediction of the locations of missing markers for a given frame [58], and the production
of meshes from marker data that more accurately represent human shape and pose [59, 60].
Human Subjects
In order to fit a skeleton to the set of markers, the individual markers must first be labelled, with
each acquiring a unique identifier. This can be done automatically by motion-capture software
once manually initialised by the end-user. This automatic process is subject to mislabelling,
especially when a marker is missing for a number of frames or when markers come into close
contact with each other. This mislabelling requires manual fixing, which can be tedious and
time-consuming for the user. The ability to automatically and accurately label markers in real
time is desirable as it provides instant visualisation of the data being recorded in the session.
Ghorbani et al. [57] present a method to automatically label the markers in a sequence in
real time and does not require the manual initialisation step. For each frame in the sequence,
a permutation matrix is used to order the markers, thus assigning them a label. A temporal
consistency constraint is applied over several frames in order to correct any incorrect label
assignments.
Instead of performing the steps of labelling markers and solving for the skeleton independently,
techniques exist where the results of these two steps can be achieved simultaneously. Meyer et
al. [61] propose a method where the subject initially adopts a T-pose, i.e. the subject adopts a
standing pose with their arms raised to shoulder-height, and the resulting marker positions are
used to estimate the scale of the subject’s skeleton and the location of each joint in the skeleton.
As the motion sequence is recorded, the method alternates between labelling the markers and
solving for the skeleton configuration through a least-square optimisation. The results from
previous frames are taken into account, providing temporal consistency and re-identification
of markers that were temporarily missing. Holden [59] performs a similar task by training a
neural network with data from the CMU motion-capture database [62]. To ensure the network
is robust to noise, the training data is altered by removing and shifting markers at random. The
author notes that the end results are accurate enough to be used in production.
Marker-based motion capture can sometimes produce stiff animations, due to computing the
skeleton motion only and not surface motion. MoSh by Loper et al. [1] attempts to address
this issue by computing body shape and pose from a sparse set of markers. The locations of
the markers are first calculated, and a statistical body model based on the SCAPE model by
Dragomir et al. [63] is fit to these locations. An example of the result is shown in Figure
2-3. The algorithm is capable of capturing soft-tissue deformations using a small marker set,
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Figure 2-3: Given a data sequence of 47 markers from the CMU dataset [62], MoSh [1] com-
putes both body shape and pose, producing a surface mesh of the actor.
allowing the body shape to change over time which gives the resulting mesh a more life-
like appearance. This soft-tissue deformation can also be magnified or retargeted onto a new
character.
Mahmood et al. [60] extend this method with MoSh++. In this extension, the SCAPE model
is replaced with the SMPL model [3]. Dynamic tissue deformations can be modelled using the
DMPL model [3] and, if hand markers are present, the MANO model [64] is used to solve for
hand shape and pose. Details of these models are provided in Section 2.2.2. The authors also
create a dataset, containing dynamic 3D surface scans of the subjects while wearing motion-
capture markers. This dataset is then used to fine-tune the hyper-parameters of the MoSh++
algorithm.
For facial motion capture with optical markers, the markers are used to drive a blendshape
or bone rig [65]. The blendshape rig is usually an artist-created rig which contains facial
movements based on the Facial Action Coding System [66], which is a technique to break a
facial expression into a combination of individual movements. The blendshape solve can be
improved by combining marker data with image features captured by head-mounted cameras,
such as the work by Bhat et al. [67].
Animal Subjects
Ren et al. [68] use optical markers to analyse the movements of the legs of African and Asian
elephants. The authors carried out a biomechanical study to locate the optimal placement of
the markers. Several problems with using an optical system were discovered; the number of
markers that could be used was limited due to time constraints, the elephants would uninten-
tionally dislodge or destroy the markers during filming and in some trials, the elephants’ ears
occluded the markers located on their shoulders. As the markers were placed on the surface of
the animal, due to the nature of the elephants’ thick skin, this resulted in large absolute errors
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Figure 2-4: Left: A skeleton was painted on the horse to study its movement. Right: given the
optical marker information, a skeleton can be inferred and rendered [2].
when estimating the skeleton joint location.
Abson [2] uses the Vicon optical system [69] to record the interactions between a horse and
a person in an indoor arena. These include the horse being led on a lead, and various riding
motions. Similar to Ren et al. [68], the author emphasises the importance of conducting an
in-depth biomechanical study of the horse and consulting veterinary experts in order to build
an accurate model. This study includes determining the way in which the horse’s skin slides
over muscles as it moves. An accurate model helps to ensure that life-like skeletal animations
are produced, an example of which is displayed in Figure 2-4.
2.2.2 Markerless Approaches
Markerless techniques are improving in accuracy but currently produce less reliable results than
marker-based systems. An advantage of markerless capture is that the actor is not required to
wear a motion-capture suit which could prohibit their natural movement. The technique can
also be applied to previously-recorded footage. A disadvantage of reflective markers is that
they cannot be used under bright sunlight, as this interferes with the infrared light emitted by
the cameras. As a result, markerless systems are generally more portable than marker-based
systems.
Methods for markerless pose estimation can involve data representation such as image features,
silhouettes and visual hulls. Features in RGB images can be detected using algorithms such
as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [70] or Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)
[71]. Depth can provide additional information, such as Liu et al. [72] who extend the Binary
Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) detection method by Leutenegger et al. [73] to
take depth information in account in BRISK D.
Silhouettes can be used to estimate the pose of the subject, but this is challenging for several
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reasons. Firstly, it is difficult to accurately segment the subject from the background. While
good segmentation can be obtained in a controlled studio setting, this becomes more problem-
atic when filming outdoors, where the background and lighting conditions can change rapidly.
Large datasets such as DAVIS [74] can provide training data for neural networks in order to
produce more accurate results than methods such as background subtraction. Even when an
accurate silhouette has been extracted from the image, it is difficult to determine the pose of the
subject. Due to the ambiguities inherent to silhouettes, different poses can produce the same
silhouette, such as a side view of a walk cycle. Edge detection can be used to resolve some am-
biguities when estimating pose from silhouette, for example, to differentiate between an arm
passing over in front of or behind the body. Combining the information from the silhouettes
from several viewpoints can reduce some ambiguities as in the method of Gall et al. [75].
A visual hull is the resulting 3D shape of voxels that is created when silhouettes from several
cameras are projected back into 3D space. It is an overestimate of the shape of the observed
object, in that the object is guaranteed to be smaller than the hull itself. The hull can be used
as a constraint when predicting the pose and shape of the model as in the method by Vlasic et
al. [76]. A disadvantage of this data type is that a hull cannot detect concavities.
More recently, neural networks are trained with vast amounts of RGB images with correspond-
ing annotations of 2D joints locations in the image, such as Deeppose by Toshev and Szegedy
[77] and Openpose by Cao et al. [78]. Depth images have been used for pose-estimation by
also training neural networks or random forests such as the work by Mueller et al. [79] and the
Vitruvian manifold by Taylor et al. [80] respectively.
Human Subjects
Grochow et al. [81] learn a model of human poses to create a real-time inverse kinematics
system. Given a set of constraints, such as the position of the subject’s feet only, the model
returns the most likely pose that satisfies these constraints. The likelihood of the poses is
modelled using a Scaled Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (SGPLVM), which is based
on the GPLVM by Lawrence [14], where each pose is represented as a point in latent space. It is
noted that the SGPLVM works well with small datasets. This has potential to be advantageous
when working with animal data, as obtaining this type of data is particularly difficult. The
main limitation of the system is that the training data must be a close match of the test data,
otherwise more constraints are necessary to achieve accurate results.
Huang et al. [82] predict a 4D surface mesh and skeleton from a sequence of multi-view
reconstructions by deforming a reference mesh to fit the data using a Bayesian approach. The
corresponding skeleton of this reference mesh is created using the Pinocchio software by Baran
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Figure 2-5: The SMPL model [3]. From the left, a template is created where blend weights
are indicated with colours and the joint positions of the skeleton marked in white. Next, the
identity of the subject is added to the template. Any applicable pose-correcting blendshapes
are then applied to the mesh. Finally, the skeleton is configured into the desired pose.
and Popović [83]. The mesh surface is decomposed into patches, where each is associated with
a rigid body motion. For each frame in the sequence, the mesh is deformed by giving each
vertex a new value based on a linear combination of neighbouring patches to that vertex. Each
generated mesh configuration in turn produces the new pose of the skeleton.
Loper et al. [3] create a statistical model of human shape and pose-dependent shape variation
called the Skinned Multi-Person Linear Model (SMPL). This model was specifically designed
to be easily integrated into existing graphics pipelines and, as such, pose and shape are mod-
elled by vertex deformations in the mesh. The mesh of the model is manipulated by the skeleton
using linear or dual-quaternion blend skinning, with blendshapes defined for specific key poses
in order to correct any skinning artefacts. The model learns the blend weights that are required
for skinning. The stages of the model are shown in Figure 2-5. SMPL is trained using over
5000 meshes from two datasets; FAUST [22] and CAESAR [84], using the technique from
Bogo et al. [22] to register a template mesh to each 3D scan. The model can be used to rep-
resent dynamic soft tissue deformations, such as those that arise as a result of impact forces,
producing the DMPL model. This model is created by fitting SMPL to registered scans which
contain the desired deformations and then modelling the displacements between the resulting
SMPL mesh surface and the scan.
The SMPL model does not include parameters for the shape and pose of the subject’s hands.
This is addressed by Romero et al. [64] by integrating a hand model, hand Model with Ar-
ticulated and Non-rigid defOrmations (MANO), with SMPL resulting in SMPL+H. Similar to
SMPL, the model is created through the process of fitting a template hand to scans of the left
and right hand of 31 subjects in up to 51 different poses.
Kanazawa et al. [85] automatically extract shape and pose parameters of the SMPL model and
camera parameters from a single image. The pipeline is trained iteratively through reprojec-
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tion error minimisation in an end-to-end fashion, where a neural network predicts the model
parameters, and a General Adversarial Network (GAN) predicts whether the model parameters
are representative of a real human being.
Similar to SMPL, Li et al. [86] create a statistical face model Faces Learned with an Articu-
lated Model and Expressions (FLAME) that separates facial appearance into pose and shape
parameters. The PCA shape space of the model is created from 3,800 scans from the CAE-
SAR dataset [84]. Additional shape parameters are modelled in the form of pose-dependent
parameters for the jaw and neck, and expression-dependent parameters to model non-rigid fa-
cial deformations. These parameters are learned from 4D scans from the D3DFACS dataset
[87] and the authors’ own dataset by including temporal information during the registration
process. Pavlakos et al. [88] combine this facial model, SMPL and hand model MANO [64]
to create the unified model SMPL eXpressive (SMPL-X). By fitting SMPL-X to 3D scans, the
relationship between shape of the three sections of the body can be captured. To fit the model
to RGB images, the feature detector of Cao et al. [78] is first used to locate 2D keypoints of
the subject. Next, a gender detector automatically selects the appropriate model to use (female,
male or neutral). To address the ambiguities of fitting to 2D images, a pose prior trained from
motion data and a mesh-penetration penalty are utilised. Finally, shape and pose parameters of
the model are optimised using the Limited-memory BFGS optimizer (L-BFGS) [89].
Other popular networks for 2D human pose prediction include Deeppose by Toshev and Szegedy
[77], where joint locations are predicted using a convolutional Deep Neural Network (DNN).
Openpose by Cao et al. [78] predict the pose of multiple people in real time, where a Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) predicts the location of individual joints, and Part Affinity
Fields are used to learn the association of body parts to each person in the image. The Stacked
Hourglass network of Newell et al. [90] combines image features across multiple scales of the
image when predicting the skeleton in order to learn the relationship between different joints
in the skeleton.
The Vitruvian manifold by Taylor et al. [80] predicts shape and pose of the user in the image
recorded by a Microsoft Kinect camera by fitting an articulated model to the resulting depth
data. A regression forest, trained with approximately 500,000 images, is used to infer corre-
spondences between the camera image and the model. As the Kinect was envisioned to be
an input device for the Microsoft Xbox, reducing input lag is essential and the optimisation
function runs in real-time. While an advantage of RGB-D cameras is the additional 3D surface
that they provide, a disadvantage of the cameras is that they cannot be used reliably in outdoor
scenarios. This is due to the camera using infra-red light to create the depth image, and the
infra-red light from the sun skews the values read by the sensor. They also generally record
images at a lower resolution and frame rate than RGB cameras.
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Recently, neural networks have also been used in pose estimation from depth images. Mueller
et al. [79] create a dataset of approximately 220,000 RGB-D images by applying hand motion-
capture data onto a synthetic hand. The images contain sufficient amounts of background
clutter and objects which occlude parts of the hand from view. Two CNNs are trained: the
first locates the hand in the image and predicts 2D joint locations. These 2D locations and the
depth information from the image are combined and used by the second network to predict
3D locations of the joints. Finally, to ensure temporal smoothness in joint rotations and bone
lengths are consistent across the footage, a kinematic model is fit to the 3D locations.
Animal Subjects
Manual annotation tools can be used to define the pose of an animal for specific frames and the
results then interpolated through the sequence. Birch et al. [91] record dogs as they jump over
hurdles of increasing height for the purpose of examining the changes in kinematic parameters
of the dogs’ skeletons due to the varying height. Dartfish [92], an analytic video tool, is used
to measure joint angles, which are manually initialised and refined. Favreau et al. [93] present
a technique to automatically select the optimal key frames which describe the movement of
the animal. These keyframes are then used by an animator to specify the pose of a 3D model
of the animal and these poses are interpolated for the entire sequence, producing an animated
textured mesh.
Cashman and Fitzgibbon [4] create a 3D morphable model from a set of 2D silhouettes and
manually-selected landmarks of the same species of animal. The method is applicable to sub-
jects which are non-rigid but do not have significant articulation such as dolphins. Errors appear
when the subject contains a large amount of articulation. Examples of the authors’ results are
shown in the first two columns of Figure 2-6. This work is extended by Kanazawa et al. [5]
in the creation of a model where the object has both rigid deformation due to an articulated
skeleton and non-rigid surface deformation. The model learns the stiffness value associated
with each local region of the mesh and a large amount of distortion is permitted only for the
regions which deform significantly across many images. Results of this method are shown in
the right column of Figure 2-6.
Many solutions for the prediction of animal and insect 2D pose have been released recently.
These use a shallow trained neural network architecture whereby a few image examples of the
animal or insect of interest are used to train a keyframe based feature tracker. Some examples
of these are LEAP Estimates Animal Pose [94], DeepLabCut [95, 96] and DeepPoseKit [97].
The wide variation in interspecies appearance (or in some cases such as dogs, within a single
species) adds an additional layer of difficulty when predicting animal pose. It may be impos-
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Figure 2-6: Left: while the model of Cashman and Fitzgibbon [4] is suitable for animal shapes
such as dolphins, the model does not produce accurate meshes for animals whose skeleton
allows for large amounts of articulation as seen in the resulting mesh for the polar bears. Right:
Kanazawa et al. [5] create a model which can be applied to create meshes of animals with
significant articulation.
sible for a dataset to contain training examples of all species. Cao et al. [9] address this issue
by presenting a method for cross-domain adaption when predicting the pose of unseen species
of animal. The authors note both the similarities in the skeletons of certain species of animal,
and between the skeletons of animals and humans, and propose that this relationship may be
exploited as prior information when making pose predictions of an unseen animal species. By
creating a training dataset that combines a large dataset of human pose (MPII Human Pose
[98]), the bounding box annotations for animals in Microsoft Coco [99], and the authors’ own
animal pose dataset, the author’s method achieves good pose estimation for unseen animals.
Zuffi et al. [8] introduce the Skinned Multi-Animal Linear model (SMAL), which separates
animal appearance into shape and pose parameters. The shape model is created by applying
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a dataset of scanned toy animals and the pose model
used during registration is built from a combination of the toys’ poses, a hand-keyed walk cycle
animation and manually-defined joint angle limits. A regression matrix calculates joint loca-
tions for a given mesh. SMAL with Refinement (SMALR) [13] extends the SMAL model to
extract fur texture and achieves a more accurate shape of the animal in that it enforces symme-
try and features such as horns can now be recovered. In both SMAL and SMALR, when fitting
the models to an input image, silhouettes are manually created when automatic segmentation
methods produce inaccurate results. Manually-selected keypoints also guide the fitting process
of the model. SMAL with learned Shape and Texture (SMALST) [6] automatically regresses
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Figure 2-7: Left: SMALST [6] automatically regresses the shape, pose and texture of a particu-
lar breed of zebra from RGB images by integrating the SMAL model [8] into a neural network
architecture. From left to right: the input image, the mesh overlay, the mesh with texture ap-
plied and the mesh as viewed from another angle. Right: Biggs et al. [7] fit the SMAL model
to sequences of silhouettes through a combination of a neural network, quadratic programming
and genetic algorithms. From left to right: the reference image, mesh overlay and the mesh as
viewed from another angle
the shape, pose and texture of a particular breed of zebra from RGB images. This is achieved
by integrating SMAL into a pipeline where a neural network predicts the parameters of the
model directly from pixel values, removing the requirement of first producing silhouette masks
and keypoints. Results from this method are shown on the left in Figure 2-7.
Biggs et al. [7] fit the SMAL model to sequences of silhouettes that have been automatically
extracted from the video using Deeplab [12]. A CNN is trained to predict 2D joint locations,
with the training set consisting of silhouettes generated by altering the values of the parameters
of the SMAL model. Quadratic programming and a genetic algorithm are used to determine
the best 2D joint positions from the network-generated heatmaps. SMAL is then fit to these
joints and the input silhouettes are used for shape refinement. Results from this method are
shown on the right in Figure 2-7.
Nanjappa et al. [100] combine a depth camera, facing directly down onto the scene, and an
RGB camera, located under the glass floor and facing upwards, to estimate the body pose and
part labels of a mouse. The depth camera uses a random forest, trained with synthetically
generated images of hand-keyed poses of a mouse model, to predict the joints of the top half
of the mouse skeleton. A cascaded classifier, trained with real images of mice, is used by the
RGB camera to detect paw locations.
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Gunel et al. [101] predict the 3D pose of tethered fruit flies from multiple cameras. Each
camera predicts the 2D positions of the joints using the stacked hourglass network by Newell
et al. [90] and multiple view geometry is then used to reconstruct the joints in 3D space.
2.2.3 Techniques Involving Inertial Sensors
An inertial sensor contains an accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer. Collectively, they
are used to track the position, orientation and velocity of an object. Two advantages of these
sensors over optical techniques are that the wearer is not constrained to moving within a cap-
ture volume and cameras are not needed to record the motion, meaning that no occlusion issues
occur. Some disadvantages are that the sensors are subject to drifting over time, the sensors
are sensitive to magnetic disturbance in the capture area, and the system is highly reliant on
an accurate calibration pose. Since the sensors do not know their location in space, this cali-
bration pose is used as reference for the sensor data in the sequence and so a slightly incorrect
calibration pose can result in an incorrect representation of the pose of the actor throughout the
sequence.
Von Marcard et al. [102] extract limb orientation from Xsens inertial sensors [103] and com-
bine this with silhouettes from multiple cameras to estimate the pose and shape of the actor.
Five sensors are placed at each extremity on the actor’s body, with an additional five sensors
used to evaluation the end results. This is far fewer than the number of sensors on a typical
inertial suit, which can be more than 17. The body shape of the actor can be estimated using
the SMPL model, [3], or can be obtained using a laser scanner. The approach was tested with
eight synchronised and calibrated cameras, though the authors note that the method will still
work with as few as two cameras, with less accurate results.
Inertial sensors have proved popular when detecting horse motion. A joint project by Xsens
and the Rothschild Fund was the first project to use inertial sensors to record the motion of a
horse [104]. This was achieved by combining the data from the sensors with a biomechanical
model of a horse. McCracken et al. [23] use inertial sensors to detect lameness in horses and
compare the detection rate to that from experienced veterinary surgeons. Sensors were placed
near the horse’s ears, pelvis, and one on each leg. The sensors were able to detect lameness in
the horse, and which leg was inducing this lameness, at a rate that was faster or equal to that
of the veterinary surgeons for the vast majority of trials. Kopniak and Bocian [105] use Xsens
MTx sensors to differentiate between when a horse is trotting and walking. In this work, only
two sensors are required; one is placed at the horse’s withers and one at the lower back. The
method was tested on 12 adult horses of various breeds.
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2.3 Datasets for Shape and Pose Estimation
Many datasets with human subjects are available, with some containing the large amount data
required for training neural networks. Of these datasets, they can be separated into purely 2D
data, 3D data or multi-modal data. 2D data is usually in the form of human-annotated RGB
images. These annotations can be produced through crowdsourcing methods such as Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk [106], or shallow networks such as DeepLabCut [95, 96]. An advantage of
2D data is that is it relatively easy to acquire, either using a generic camera or via the internet.
3D data in the form of motion-capture data is more difficult in that it requires an expensive
acquisition system.
This section will first look at the structure and contents of popular human datasets, in order to
gain an understanding of the expectations associated with these datasets. Next, a description
will be given of some of the animal datasets currently available and the areas where this data
is lacking will be noted.
2.3.1 Human Data
2D Data
The Leeds Pose Dataset [107] contains 2,000 annotated images gathered from Flickr, an image-
hosting website. The images are labelled as one of eight different sports, and the bodies are
labelled with 14 joint positions. The images are scaled such that the figure in each is approxi-
mately 150 pixels in height.
Jhuang et al. [108] created the Joints for the Human Motion Database dataset (J-HMDB) by
annotating 928 clips belonging to 21 different categories from the HMDB51 dataset [109].
This is achieved by manually fitting a 2D human model containing 15 joints by Zuffi et al.
[110] to the selected frames. From this result, information such as pose, segmentation mask
and dense optical flow is produced.
Rohrbach et al [111] provide a video dataset of 12 actors performing 65 kitchen activities. In
total, approximately 900,000 frames were recorded. Ten joints in the upper body of the actors
are manually annotated for approximately 2,300 of these frames. A single camera is used,
located near the ceiling in order to keep the entire room in view at all times.
3D Data
Motion data is generally provided in the form of both marker positions and joint angles. The
SFU Motion Capture Database [112] contains motion-capture data of eight actors performing
five different categories of actions. The CMU dataset [62] provides an extensive collection of
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motion-capture data of 144 subjects performing various actions. The markers are recorded at
either 60 or 120 fps using 12 cameras. A low-resolution reference RGB video is provided for
most trials, however this is not synchronised with the motion data provided.
HumanEvaI and HumanEvaII [113] provide video and motion-capture data of four actors per-
forming six actions, and two actors performing a single action respectively. HumanEvaI con-
tains approximately 50,000 frames of RGB images with corresponding motion-capture data,
and 37,000 frames of motion-capture data alone. These were recorded with six Vicon cameras
and three RGB cameras. HumanEvaII contains 2,500 frames of paired motion-capture and
RGB data. In this case, ten Vicon cameras and four RGB cameras are used. In both instances,
RGB footage is recorded at 60 fps, with the resolution being approximately 650x490 pixels
and the skeleton data consists of 20 joints, recorded at 120 fps.
Mahmood et al. [60] fit the SMPL model [3] to the marker data contained in 15 different
motion-capture datasets such as CMU [114] and Humaneva [113]. The DMPL model [3] is
used to represent dynamic tissue deformations and if the subject is wearing markers on their
hands, the shape and pose of the hands can be modelled using the MANO model [64]. In total,
the dataset contains the data of 11,451 motions by 346 subjects, totalling 42 hours of motion-
capture data. The authors also create a dataset, Synchronized Scans and Markers (SSM), which
contains dynamic 3D surface scans of the subjects while wearing the motion-capture markers.
Multi-Modal Data
Human3.6M [115] provides approximately 3.6 million video frames of six male actors and
five female actors, performing 17 different actions. Multi-view RGB data is provided from
four cameras, each recorded at 50 fps. Each frame has corresponding skeleton data, recorded
using ten motion-capture cameras. The skeleton contains 32 joints and is provided in the form
of 2D and 3D joint positions, and joint angles. RGB-D data is provided by a single time-of-
flight sensor, recorded at 25 fps. The 3D mesh of each actor standing in a neutral position is
also provided in the dataset.
The CMU Multi-Modal Activity Database [114] contains data of 43 actors performing typical
kitchen-based tasks. Two camera systems with varying resolution and framerate are used, along
with an additional egocentric camera. The motion-capture system consisted of 12 cameras
recording at 120 fps, producing a skeleton with 22 joints. However, this data is currently
provided for only four of the 185 trials. Audio was recorded by placing five microphones in
the environment, along with a watch worn by the actor. In addition to audio, this watch records
scene information such as light intensity and temperature. A combination of wired and wireless
inertial measurement units (IMU) is worn by the actor.
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The Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Database [116] contains data of 12 actors performing
11 actions captured using various camera systems. These include the Impulse motion-capture
system [117], four stereo cameras and two Microsoft Kinect v1. Four microphones are located
in the capture space. Each actor wears 43 active LED markers and six wireless accelerometers.
The resulting skeleton contains 21 joints.
Varol et al. provide the SURREAL dataset [118]. In this, the SMPL model [3] is fit to marker
data from the CMU dataset [62] using the MoSh technique of Loper et al. [1]. More than 6
million frames of RGB information, ground-truth 2D and 3D skeleton pose, body-part segmen-
tation masks and RGB-D images are generated. The resulting synthetic models are rendered
and composited onto images of real, random backgrounds and the authors show these images
can then be used as training data for neural networks in order to predict depth maps, etc., from
real-world RGB input.
2.3.2 Animal Data
Many of the large-scale RGB datasets for object segmentation contain instances of different
species of animals (Microsoft COCO dataset [99], PASCAL [119], DAVIS [120]). Smaller-
scale animal-only datasets for segmentation are also available such as the Weizmann Horse
Database [121] where 328 images were randomly sourced from the internet. These images
contain horses as viewed from the side and have been manually segmented. Datasets that focus
on breed and species classification are also available, such as the Stanford Dogs dataset [122]
which extracted images of dogs from Imagenet [123], and the Oxford-IIIT Pet Dataset [124].
Biggs et al. [7] present the BADJA dataset consisting of RGB videos of various quadrupeds
with accompanying joint annotations and silhouette masks. Seven of these videos are taken
from the DAVIS dataset [120] and two additional videos are provided by the authors. Segmen-
tations are provided for every frame and joint annotations are provided approximately every
fifth frame. The resolution of the DAVIS videos is 1920x1080 pixels, along with one of the
two additional videos, and the remaining video has a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. The an-
notations are provided in sets of 20 joints, mostly focusing on the legs, head and tail. These
are chosen for their clarity in the images in order for a human annotator to locate, and their
relationship to the SMAL model [8].
Cao et al. [9] provide manual joint annotations for over 4,000 images of five species of animals
(dog, cat, cow, sheep and horse) from the PASCAL dataset [119]. Bounding box information
is provided for an additional seven species. Joints are provided in sets of 20, focused mostly on
the legs and head. Tail information is not included. The annotations provided by the authors
display the difficulties encountered when manually annotating animal skeleton in images. Long
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Video Name # Frames # Frames with Joint Anno.
bear 82 17
camel 90 18










Table 2.1: A break-down of the data contained in the BADJA dataset provided by Biggs et al.
[7]. The number of frames and the corresponding annotations are given for the video files that
could be located. A hyphen indicates that the corresponding video could not be located.
fur and particular camera angles can make it difficult to discern the location of the desired
keypoints. Additionally, human error can occur when more than one animal is located in the
image, as shown in Figure 2-8, where joints of the sheep on the left are assigned to the sheep
on the right.
With regards to depth images, limited amounts of Kinect v1 recordings of animals are available.
Malleson et al. [125] provide sequences of a dog and cat. Song and Xiao [126] provide
sequences of animals such as a dog, rabbit and turtle. In both instances, no skeleton or ground-
truth information is provided. No Kinect v2 data containing footage or skeleton annotations of
animals could be located.
2.3.3 Creating a Collection of Animal Meshes
In order to build a statistical shape model of humans or animals, a collection of meshes which
are in correspondence with each other is required. Correspondence means all meshes have
identical topology, that they contain the same number of vertices and that a vertex v is at the
same location in the body across all meshes. A model would then be able to show how the
position of each vertex changes with respect to each mesh in the set.
Usually, a training set is created by scanning several subjects in predefined poses. It is common
for these scans to have holes in various areas of the body, such as the underside of the feet. A
watertight mesh representation of the scan can be obtained by registering a template mesh to
the scan, filling in any missing data in the process. For humans, obtaining a collection of
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Figure 2-8: An example of the annotations provided by Cao et al. [9]. The thick wool of the
sheep makes it difficult to decide the exact location of the desired keypoint. Human error can
also occur; here the joints from the sheep on the left have been selected when annotating the
sheep on the right. For clarity, leg bones on the left side of the body are shown in magenta
and leg bones on the right in red. Bones located near the centre of the body are shown in blue,
those in the head shown in green with the left ear shown in yellow.
scanned meshes is relatively trivial. A handheld scanner, such as those by Artec [127], or a
full-body scanner, such as the model from [TC]2 [128] can be used, as the subject is able to
keep their body relatively still. For animals, this is more complex as only the most well-trained
animals may respond to being told to stand still. An Artec Leo [129] requires approximately 30
seconds to scan a dog lying down [130]. An alternative to a laser scanner is a photogrammetry
booth, where acquisition time is instantaneous.
Acquiring a Set of Meshes
As photogrammetry gains popularity, many 3D acquisition studios have shown results of cap-
turing animals such as dogs [131, 132]. Photogrammetry tools commonly used by these studios
include Agisoft Metashape (previously known as Agisoft Photoscan) [133] and RealityCapture
[134]. An author on SnapTank, a now-defunct webstore, had scanned meshes of various ani-
mals such as dogs and chickens for sale [135]. To create these scans, animals were placed in
a photogrammetry rig containing over 100 cameras, with the average image resolution being
8K. Meshes and texture were reconstructed using Agisoft Photoscan and slightly edited using
Zbrush [136], a digital sculpting tool.
Bot and Irschick [137] present a pipeline of using a photogrammetry rig to reconstruct the mesh
of an animal, and then use open-source tools to convert this mesh into an asset for VR/AR
applications. Four different versions of the rig have been created in order to accommodate
animals of varying sizes, from small frogs to horses. Each rig is portable and therefore is not
confined to a studio environment. The authors describe the steps required to convert the raw
scan of the animal into an asset, such as mesh alignment, simplification, the final texture and
normal map creation and skeleton rigging.
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Beeler et al. [138] reconstruct the 3D mesh of the face of a person using either a multiple-
camera studio set-up, or a consumer-grade stereo camera. An image pyramid is created from
the rectified images, matching features at the lowest layer of the pyramid i.e. the lowest resolu-
tion. The resulting disparity map is used as a constraint for the layer one step up in the pyramid.
Matching is performed between camera pairs and twice per layer. First, pixels are matched
using normalised cross-correlation. Then each pixel is checked for smoothness, uniqueness
and constraints. Pixels that don’t meet the constraints are re-matched using the disparity of
neighbouring pixels which met the constraints. The disparity maps from all camera pairs are
combined and used as input to a Poisson surface reconstruction [139], resulting in a triangu-
lated mesh. An iterative refinement step, consisting of a linear combination of photometric and
surface consistency terms, is applied first to the disparity map and then to the resulting mesh.
This has the effect of the final mesh containing a smooth surface while also retaining minute
details of the face such as skin pores and wrinkles.
RGB-D cameras such as the Microsoft Kinect have also been used to obtain scans of objects
and people. KinectFusion by Newcombe et al. [140] create a dense volumetric reconstruction
of a scene in real-time. It is similar to simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) methods
but relies on only depth input. Dou et al. [141] use a Kinect camera to create a single mesh
of a moving, non-rigid object. For example, a person may rotate in front of the camera, but
they also have some freedom to move slightly in the process as long as their topology remains
constant. Dou et al. [142] create a pipeline to obtain a 4D mesh from multiple RGB-D cameras
in real-time. The algorithm is robust to large amounts of motion between frames and changes
in the subject’s topology.
Registering the Meshes
Once a set of individual meshes have been obtained, the topology of these meshes usually
differs across the set. To address this, a template mesh is transformed and aligned to each mesh
in the set, a process called registration.
Amberg et al. [143] create a non-rigid Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm which include
weights to control how much the source mesh can deform towards the target mesh. Registration
is performed in a coarse-to-fine fashion, guided by landmark points common to both meshes. In
each iteration, the corresponding target vertex for each source vertex is found based on nearest
distance, and ignored if the surface normals differ by a threshold, the target vertex lies on an
edge boundary of the mesh, or the line connecting the vertices intersects the source mesh.
Wrap [?] is an off-the-shelf software which can be used to register a template mesh with a
collection of meshes using non-rigid ICP. Manual keypoints can be used to match areas of the
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target mesh with the template mesh. The tool has tuneable parameters, such as the number of
ICP iterations, the threshold when comparing normals between two matched vertices and the
smoothness values of the deformations.
When aligning a template to another mesh, it is advantageous to have a model of how this
template can deform. The process in creating this model, however, involves using the data from
a collection of registered meshes, producing a chicken-and-egg style problem. BlendSCAPE
by Hirshberg et al. [144] addresses this by combining the model creation and registration
into a single process. The template is divided into sections based on body parts and these are
structured in a kinematic tree. The model is composed of three main components; the rotations
of each part, the mapping to transform the template into the person-specific identity, and the
pose-specific deformations which are common across all bodies such as muscle-bulging when
an arm is bent. This model is based on SCAPE by Anguelov et al. [63], but whereas in SCAPE
every triangle in a part has the same rotation, in BlendSCAPE each triangle has a rotation that
is a linear blend based on the rotations of neighbouring parts and the triangle’s distance to those
neighbouring parts.
Zuffi et al. [8] also simultaneously register a template mesh with articulated skeleton to a set
of scans while building a model of shape and pose. In this case, the authors aim to bring a set
of 3D scans of toy animals into correspondence. To start the registration process, the template
mesh is divided into rigid body parts. The Stitched Puppet model of Zuffi and Black [145]
is extended to approximate the pose of each rigid body part of the template as it appears in a
scan. Next, the As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) algorithm by Sorkine and Alexa [146] deforms
the posed template mesh to more closely align to the scan surface. The articulated skeleton is
then used to pose the registered mesh into a neutral position, and PCA is used to create a shape
model from the registered scans. Finally, the refined registration is obtained by iteratively
fitting the resulting model to the scans using the method by Hirshberg et al. [144] and updating
the shape model.
Bogo et al. [22] extend BlendSCAPE [144] to incorporate texture information during the
registration process. Scans of ten subjects were acquired where each participant’s skin was
stamped with red and blue paint, with 300 scans in total provided by the authors in the dataset.
The texture information in the patterns restricts the template in how much it can slide over the
subjects’ skin and can be used to refine the registration result. The dataset produced can also
be used to evaluate registration algorithms.
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2.4 Conclusions
While markerless motion capture has focused on humans for the most part, it can be seen that
in recent years there has been an increased interest in applying this set of methods to animal
subjects. These methods include marker-based capture, 2D tracking networks for RGB images
which are particularly popular in the scientific research community, and the creation of the
SMAL model and its extensions.
The SMAL model is created from scans of toy animals, and assertions can be made that these
will inevitably contain differences to their real-life counterparts. Concessions are needed dur-
ing the creation of the toys to ensure that limbs are not so thin as to break during use, and
to support the weight of the upper body. Body proportions of the toys may differ to that of
real animals. Additionally, a more accurate model of animal shape could be obtained through
acquiring photogrammetry scans, or by other methods, of real animals.
From the research presented in this chapter, it can be noted that currently there are no pose
models or neural networks trained with motion-capture data of animals. This may be due to
the difficult nature of obtaining such data. Related to this, there are very few datasets of animal
shape and pose available to the research community. Investigations have shown that there is
a gap in available data such as multi-view RGB images, single-view RGB-D and multi-view
RGB-D images of animals, all with ground-truth pose information.
While neural networks require large amounts of data, probabilistic models can be built with a
much smaller dataset. As such, the following chapter will first focus on acquiring this limited
amount of data. Experiments will then be carried out with the various models that can be




This chapter will provide details on the initial experiments performed to estimate animal pose.
At present, to limit the scope of these experiments, the shape of the animal is assumed to be
known, with the intention being to then introduce this an as unknown parameters at later stages.
In order to constrain the pose-estimation problem, a prior will be used during the optimisation
functions. This prior will be in the form of parametric models created from the joint rotations
of the skeleton as represented by unit quaternions. This means that to perform the experiments,
training and testing data must first be acquired. This data was sourced through a combination
of data located on the internet and data recorded specifically for this thesis, with details of
these capture sessions provided. Parametric models of various types and dimensions will be
evaluation through fitting the models to reconstructed multi-view geometry and synthetic depth
images. The results of the experiments will then inform the next course of action in the thesis.
3.1 Introduction
Predicting the pose from 2D data increases the difficulty by introducing the parameters of a
camera and the ambiguities created through projecting 3D data to 2D. In order to constrain
the problem, the work in this thesis therefore focuses on predicting pose from 3D data, more
specifically, multi-view reconstruction and later RGB-D images.
Predicting the pose of a subject from 3D data remains a difficult task due to the large number
of parameters in the skeleton. An adult human skeleton usually contains 206 bones [147].
While some of these bones are fused together such as those located in the skull, this leaves
approximately 150 bones which give the skeleton articulation, where each joint has one to
three degrees of freedom. In motion-capture software such as Vicon Shogun [148], the number
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of joints is reduced to 33, with a total of 61 degrees of freedom.
Through the creation of a statistical pose model, the search space of possible poses is reduced
to the dimension of the model. The data required for the model is relatively straightforward
to obtain, requiring a single subject and an animation sequence of the subject. An advantage
of probabilistic models is that they can be built with a limited amount of data, such as just 25
frames of a walk cycle animation. This is beneficial due to the difficult nature of obtaining
animal data.
In contrast, data for a shape model is more difficult to obtain, requiring a set of registered 3D
meshes of many individual subjects. While these datasets for humans exist such as the FAUST
dataset [22], there are limited appropriate datasets for animals. The dataset of Bronstein et
al. [149] provides only six different classes of animals, which would limit the variety in the
meshes produced by a shape model. As a result, the results in this chapter assume that the
identity, i.e. shape, of the subject is known.
The intention in this thesis is to use data from the multi-view video along with a prior model
as a constraint to predict the pose of an animal. In order to achieve this, the following sections
are ordered as follows. In Section 3.2, an overview of the process of obtaining training and
testing data is presented, including camera calibration and stereo correspondence. In Section
3.3, a description is given on potential models that can be used: Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) and Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) and its extensions. Finally, in
section 3.4, experiments using PCA and GPLVM are described.
3.2 Acquiring Data
In order to build a statistical model for use as a prior, training data is required. This data can
either be synthetic or generated from real observations. Synthetic motion can be produced
by an animator, while real motion is generated through motion-capture techniques. Synthetic
meshes can be created by an artist, or real meshes can be acquired through methods such as
laser scanning or photogrammetry scans. A combination of synthetic and real-world data can
also be created from the data just described. As demonstrated by Loper et al. [118], synthetic
human meshes rendered onto images of real-world scenes can be sufficient training data for
the task of predicting the pose of real people in images.
While laser scanning can be utilised when creating human meshes, this method is not practical
for all but the most well-trained animals, as the process requires the animal to remain still for
too long a period. Laser scanning also has difficulty reconstructing hair and so animals with
long fur may raise additional complications. Multi-view reconstruction is non-invasive for the
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animal and can capture many views of the animal at once.
The steps for multi-view reconstruction involve first acquiring images. Next, the cameras must
be calibrated in order to rectify the images and to enable the conversion of 2D data to 3D
and vice versa. Corresponding image features across the images are used to create disparity
maps. From these, the final 3D reconstruction can be obtained. More details on these steps are
provided in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Recording Sessions
As no multi-view data of animals could be found in any datasets currently available, the first
step in these experiments was to record this data for use in the current project. Throughout the
various recording sessions outlined, ten Sony PXW-FS7K cameras were used, providing 4K
RGB data captured at 60 fps.
The first recording session took place at a nearby riding centre. The cameras were placed on
tripods along one side of an outdoor arena, in alternating higher and lower positions. As this
was the first capture session involving the cameras, their settings were not optimal and as a
result, half of the cameras were out of focus. Spray-paint was used to create patches of colour
on one side of the horse. The reason for this was to provide additional texture information
for image-feature detection algorithms. Figure 3-1 shows an example of the footage captured
during this session from two different cameras.
A dog was captured in the CAMERA studio three times between December 2015 and May
2016. The studio is equipped with ten bright 4Bank lights by Kino Flo [150], a green floor
and green curtains to aid background subtraction methods. For all three sessions, the cameras
were placed at even intervals around a capture volume. The lenses used were found to restrict
significantly the area in which the dog was in the frame of all ten cameras simultaneously.
Lenses with shorter focal length were used in later experiments, which increased this area of
visibility.
In the first session the cameras were mounted on tripods and these tripods then lowered towards
the ground as much as possible. A light was placed in between each camera. The dog had issues
with losing grip on the floor while running around the capture space, so a material was placed
on the ground to add traction. Later, when viewing the images, it was clear that the scene was
not bright enough to allow for the specified shutter speed, while also still providing a well-lit
scene. This would mean that the reconstruction of the surface of the dog proved to be difficult
as the low light resulted in little texture detail being detected in the dog’s dark fur. The top row
of Figure 3-2 shows an example of the footage captured from this session.
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Figure 3-1: The initial recording session took place a local riding centre. Top: two differ-
ent viewpoints of the scenes. Bottom: two views of the mesh as reconstructed using the
photogrammetry software Agisoft Photoscan (now Metashape) [133], with additional man-
ual clean-up performed in Autodesk Maya. While noisy, the shape of a horse can clearly be
distinguished.
For the second session, the settings on the cameras were altered to allow for a brighter image.
The cameras were mounted on adjustable arms which were lowered from the steel frame con-
struction in the capture space. However, these arms were slightly unstable and so each camera
was secured by placing a cardboard box underneath as a temporary solution. All cameras were
a similar height from the floor. During this recording session, markers were placed on the
dog to allow for ground truth comparison in the reconstruction. The second row of Figure 3-2
shows an example of the footage captured from this session.
For the final session, additional overhead lights were installed in the studio which allowed for
the shutter speed of the cameras to be increased while still having significant light in the images.
More lighting also meant that the subtle texture in the dog’s fur was more pronounced. The
cameras were positioned at alternatively lower and higher heights to increase coverage. They
were clamped to a metal frame and so were much more stable than the previous recording
sessions. The final row of Figure 3-2 shows an example of the footage captured from this
session.
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Figure 3-2: A dog was recorded in three sessions over the course of several months. Each row
depicts a session in the order they occurred, showing two camera views. The issues from each
session were addressed in the succeeding session; the lighting in the first session was too dark
to capture details and the cameras were at a constant height in the second session. This resulted
in the final session with bright lighting and alternating camera height and orientation.
3.2.2 Camera Calibration
In order to reconstruct 3D data from 2D images, the camera parameters must first be deter-
mined. This is achieved through the process of calibration. Extrinsic parameters define the
camera position and orientation, while intrinsic parameters define the focal length of the lens,
principal point of the image plane and any distortion parameters.
In these experiments, the calibration process is carried out as described by Evans et al. [151].
A flat board containing a grid of black circles on a white background is used as the calibration
object. These circles were chosen, as opposed to a checkerboard pattern, due to blob-detection
algorithms still being capable of detecting the circle when the board is at extreme angles to
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the camera in question. Results from corner-detection algorithms can be less reliable in these
situations when using a checkerboard.
Images are recorded both with the calibration board focusing on a single camera to ensure an
accurate calibration of the intrinsic parameters, and placing the calibration board such that it
is visible to at least two cameras simultaneously, in order to position all cameras as a network
with respect to some world origin. The camera intrinsic parameters are first solved using the
method described by Zhang [152]. To position all cameras with respect to each other, one
camera is set as the root of the system, and a bundle adjustment algorithm uses the known
board measurements to determine the extrinsic parameters. This system root can then be used
as the world origin, or a different origin may be specified.
In the following experiments, camera parameters are assumed to be known.
3.2.3 Reconstruction of Multi-view Data
In order to obtain a 3D point in the scene, the corresponding 2D projection of this point must
first be located in the images of at least two cameras. To initialise this process, the images are
rectified to make corresponding points in the two images appear on straight horizontal lines.
Triangulation can then be used to calculate the 3D point from two 2D points.
Rectifying the Images
Rectifying an image is the process of altering the shape of the image such that corresponding
features in images from a stereo camera pair lie across a single row of pixels in both images.
In order to do this, epipolar lines must be computed. To rectify the images, a projective trans-
formation H is applied to each but should not overly distort the images in the process.
Assume that a 3D point P is visible in the images I1 and I2 from two cameras, C1 and C2.
The corresponding homogeneous 2D image point in C1 is denoted as p1. If a ray were to be
drawn from the camera centre of C1, passing through p1, out into the 3D scene and then on to
infinity, this ray would be visible in I2. This ray is an epipolar line of I2 and p2 lies somewhere
along this line. However, this ray is most likely not horizontal in I2 and therefore searching
along it involves moving across 2D space. In order to reduce the search space to 1D, I1 and I2
are rectified so that this line, and all lines for corresponding points, are horizontal and parallel
in the images.
The epipole is the point where all the epipolar lines of an image converge. Rectifying the
images has the effect of moving the epipoles to infinity, or [1, 0, 0]. Epipoles can be determined
by the eigendecomposition of F , where F is the Fundamental Matrix and relates any matching
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point in I1 and in I2 such that pT1 · F · p2 = 0.
Various algorithms have been created to produce the two projective transformations that rec-
tify the images. For example, Hartley [153] uses a set of matching image points to estimate the
projective transformationH2 which moves the epipole in I2 to [1, 0, 0] while keeping this trans-
formation as rigid as possible. H1 is then determined as the transformation which minimizes
the distance between the matching points in the rectified images.
With the input images now rectified, the stereo correspondences can be computed.
Stereo Correspondence
If the baseline of a pair of cameras, i.e. the distance between the two cameras, is relatively
narrow then the views from these two cameras are similar. As such, a disparity map can be
computed and used for dense reconstruction. A disparity map contains the change in pixels
of the x-values of each matching pairs of image points (since the images are rectified, the
difference in the y-values is 0).
Detecting correspondences between the images can be performed using local or global algo-
rithms. One local method for detecting correspondences is to place a square window around
each pixel in I1. For each window location in I1, a window is moved along the corresponding
epipolar line in I2 and the two windows are compared using the sum of absolute differences,
normalised cross-correlation, or another method. The pixel in I2 which resulted in the closest
match between the windows is chosen as the corresponding pixel to that in I1. Disparity maps
created using this method usually contain artefacts and the correspondences are usually not of
high quality. It is also possible for multiple pixels in I1 to be matched with the same pixel in
I2.
Alternatively, a global method can be used such as the dynamic programming algorithm pre-
sented by Ohta and Kanade [154]. This method detects edges in each epipolar line, or scanline,
and uses these edges as a guide to build a piecewise-linear disparity map. Dynamic program-
ming can handle regions of low contrast well, and avoids the problem of matching multiple
pixels in I1 with the same pixel in I2. However, there is the assumption that matched image
features appear in the same order across the scanlines in the images, which is not always the
case when a stereo-camera pair has a wide baseline. Another disadvantage is that matches
from neighbouring scanlines do not influence matches in the current scanline, which can lead
to inconsistencies when creating correspondences.
Additional constraints can be considered when creating a disparity map such as using segment-
ing objects or using a video sequence. Segmentation can be used as regions of similar colour
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are usually assumed to have the same disparity value. When using a sequence of images, a
smoothness constraint over time can be added, where the disparity map at time t can be used
to initialise the disparity map at t+ 1.
Reconstruction Results
Agisoft Metshape [133] is software which can generate 3D meshes from a set of photos. If
given uncalibrated cameras, the mesh is created by the software while simultaneously per-
forming an auto-calibration step. Otherwise an external calibration file can be input to the
program, as was the case in the experiments in this thesis. This calibration file contains the
extrinsic parameters, i.e. camera location and orientation, and intrinsic parameters, i.e. cam-
era focal length, the location of the principal point on the image plane, and the lens distortion
parameters. To obtain optimal results, as many images as possible should be recorded, where
the baseline between the cameras is narrow. The object should also contain sufficient texture
information in order to create unique image features to aid reconstruction.
Referring to the footage of the horse, despite many of the cameras being out of focus, a surface
of a horse could be reconstructed in Metashape with good accuracy, based on visual inspection.
This reconstruction contained a lot of noise, however, and was manually removed, along with
the handler and ground plane, in Autodesk Maya [155]. A result of this reconstruction is shown
in Figure 3-1.
Several attempts were made in Metashape to reconstruct the dog from the three separate record-
ing sessions. The lack of texture information on the dog’s fur made it difficult to correctly
match sections of the fur across multiple cameras. Additional landmarks were manually added
to the images to guide the reconstruction, along with manual masks of the dog. However,
Metashape was unable to create disparity maps from the images and returned only a noisy,
sparse reconstruction. This could be due to several factors; the baselines of the cameras were
approximately 150cm, and so the view from each differed largely from its neighbouring cam-
eras. A better result may have been obtained with the cameras located in one general area of
the capture space. This would result in some sides of the dog not recorded by the cameras but
may have produced enough information to reconstruct the visible side of the dog. A higher
level of lighting could possibly have exposed more texture in the fur, and therefore helped with
the reconstruction.
Experiments with several other reconstruction software programs were carried out, such as
software from Di4D [156] and Autodesk 123D Catchs [157], a software tool no longer avail-
able, but with unsuccessful results.
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Figure 3-3: Left: the top-down view (top) and side-view (bottom) of the camera locations
used to record the dog. Right: the conditions of the shoot, such as dim light and wide camera
baselines meant that dense reconstruction in Agisoft Metashape [133] was not possible. Here
the projection of the sparse reconstruction is shown on one of the images, where each projected
point is represented as a yellow asterisk.
3.3 Models of Body Shape and Pose
The fur of many animals is a single colour or contains subtle patterns, making image features
difficult to obtain. This is particularly obvious in animals with fur colour close to black. As a
result, dense 4D reconstruction of all sides of the animal may not be feasible. Sparse points can
be reconstructed, however. These points could be used as reference for a pre-trained model in
order to determine the complete, watertight mesh that is the most likely based on the position
of these reconstructed points.
Various models exist which have been used to model human body shape and movement. Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA) has been used to separate a human mesh in shape and pose pa-
rameters in models such as Shape Completion and Animation of PEople (SCAPE) by Anguelov
et al. [63], BlendSCAPE by Hirshberg et al. [144] and most recently in the SMPL and SMAL
models by Loper et al. [3] and Zuffi et al. [8] respectively.
While PCA is a linear model, a non-linear example is the Gaussian Process Latent Variable
Model (GPLVM) by Lawrence [14]. A more detailed description of each of these models is
given in Section 3.3.1, Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3 respectively.
3.3.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) allows the input data to be described with a linear model.
It can be thought of as fitting an n-dimensional ellipsoid to the n-dimensional data and trans-
forming the data into a new coordinate system defined by this ellipsoid. In preparing the data
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for the model, typically the data is centred such that the mean is zero and scaled such that the
variance is one.
The first principal component lies along the axis with the greatest variance, the second principal
component is perpendicular to the first and lies along the axis with the next greatest variance
and so on. PCA can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the data by describing the data in
terms of the first m principal components, thus removing the components which describe only
a small variation in the data.
PCA can be applied using the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix of the data or
singular value decomposition of the data. The eigenvectors define the axes of variation, while
the eigenvalues are a measure of the variation along each axis. Therefore, eigenvalues are
utilised when determining how many eigenvectors are required to describe a certain percentage
of information in the data.
Let C be the n-by-n covariance matrix of the n-dimensional data D and e be the eigenvectors
of C. D has been centred be removing mean D̄. To describe the projection of data in PCA
space, D′ = D× e. The original data can be reconstructed from the PCA space representation
through D = (D′ × e) + D̄.
A property of the PCA model is that the values it generates expand in a linear fashion. Take,
for example, a PCA model for generating rotation angles. If the trajectory of the current model
coordinates is moving in such a fashion that the generated rotation angle is increasing, then this
angle will continue to increase without limitation as the coordinates continue along the trajec-
tory. This can lead to situations where the limbs of the generated skeleton bend unnaturally or
intersect other body parts.
3.3.2 Skinned Multi-Person and Multi-Animal Linear Models
SMPL
The Skinned Multi-Person Linear model (SMPL) by Loper et al. [3] uses an articulated skele-
ton with 23 joints and a blend skinning function such as linear or dual-quaternion blend skin-
ning to produce a posed mesh. The model separates a given mesh into shape and pose-specific
deformations. This means that shape and pose is represented as vertex offsets, and so the model
is suitable for existing graphics software such as Autodesk Maya.
The authors show that when trained using the same data, SMPL creates a more accurate model
than BlendSCAPE [144], a previous human model where deformation is represented as trans-
formations applied to faces in the mesh. SMPL can also be extended to model soft-tissue
deformation, such as the way fat jiggles during movement, resulting in the DMPL model.
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Almost 1,800 scans from the FAUST dataset, [22], are used to learn the space of pose defor-
mation.
Approximately 4,000 scans (with equal numbers of scans of male and female subjects) from the
CAESAR dataset [84] are used to learn the space of body deformation using PCA. A template
mesh and skeleton are created by an artist and the mesh is registered to each scan using the
technique from Bogo et al. [22].
The model M takes as input the shape parameters β and pose parameters θ and comprises of:
• A vector of 6,890 concatenated vertices in the neutral pose T̄
• A set of blend weightsW for the skinning function. These are initialised manually and
later optimised when training the model
• A blend shape function BS which creates the identity of the person based on the given
shape parameters β
• A regressor J which predicts the locations of the joints of the skeleton given a configu-
ration of the mesh
• Blendshapes BP which correct any skinning artefacts for a given pose, θ. These blend-
shapes are a linear function of the elements in the rotation matrices for the body parts
• A blend skinning function W which uses the configuration of the skeleton and the blend
weights to manipulate the vertices of the mesh
Mathematically, this is expressed as
M(β, θ) = W (TP (β, θ), J(β), θ,W) (3.1)
TP (β, θ) = T̄ +BS(β) +BP (θ) (3.2)
where TP is the template mesh that has been transformed into the identity of the subject and
has had the pose-dependent blendshapes applied to the mesh. Thus, the transformation applied






k(θ, J(β))(t̄i + bS,i(β) + bP,i(θ)) (3.3)
where bS,i(β) and bP,i(θ) are vertices inBS(β) andBP (θ) respectively and represent the shape
and pose blend shape offsets for the vertex. K = 23 joints and wk,i is the influence that joint k
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has on vertex i in the skinning function. G′k(θ, J(β)) is the world transformation of joint k as
an offset from the transformation of the joint when in the neutral pose.
SMAL
The Skinned Multi-Animal Linear model (SMAL) by Zuffi et al. [8] can be considered as
the animal equivalent of the SMPL model. SMAL provides a shape space of quadrupeds,
created by registering a template mesh of a lioness to a set of 3D scans of 41 toy animals. The
first step to create the model involved extending the stitched-puppet model of Zuffi and Black
[145], where the template mesh is separated into loosely-connected body parts, and these parts
are rigidly aligned with the input scan. Using an As-Rigid-As-Possible constraint [146], the
surface of the template is permitted to move towards the surface of the scan, producing a more
accurate registration result. The pose of the skeleton within the registered template is then
transformed to a common neutral pose, resulting in a set of meshes of different animals in the
same pose. PCA is used to create a shape space of these meshes. Using the co-registration
method of Hirshberg et al. [144], the registrations are refined and shape space updated, in an
iterative fashion.
Similarily to SMPL, the model comprises of:
• the mean mesh with 3,889 vertices in the neutral pose T̄
• a set of weights for linear blend skinningW
• a joint regressor J which produces joint locations based on a given mesh
• blendshapes BP which correct any skinning artefacts for a given pose θ
• blendshape representation of the 41 toys used to build the model BS
3.3.3 Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
While PCA is a linear model, a description will now be provided of the Gaussian Process Latent
Variable Model (GPLVM), which is a non-linear generalisation of probabilistic PCA. GPLVMs
can be trained with relatively small datasets, making it convenient to use when tracking the
motion of an animal, as acquiring training data is difficult. The model is used to represent
high-dimensional data in a lower-dimensional space of latent variables. A latent variable is
one that is inferred by the data, rather than being explicitly observed in the data itself. Since
the data is now in a lower-dimensional space, this reduces the search space when minimising a
given error function.
Let Y be a n-dimensional set of centred d data observations and X be a set of m-dimensional
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set of d latent data points, where m<n. It is assumed that for every data entry yd in Y , this
can be presented as being created by applying a mapping function fd to the latent variable xd,
moving from latent space to data space. Gaussian noise ε which has zero mean and covariance
β−1I is added to the result. Therefore
yd = fd(xd) + εd, εd ∼ N (0, β−1I) (3.4)
Here, Y is the only known value and the GPLVM predicts the values of both the function fd()
and the latent coordinates X . A prior in the form of a non-linear kernel K, a popular choice
of which is the radial basis function (RBF), is placed on fd() in order to constrain it to be a
smooth function. This smoothness has the effect that points in latent space which are located
close to one another map to points in observed data space which are also close and similarly
latent points that are far from one another are also far in data space. Here, K is defined as
kn,m = α exp(−
γ
2
(xn − xm)T (xn − xm)) + δnmβ−1 (3.5)
where kn,m is the element in the nth row and mth column of K and δnm indicates the Kro-
necker delta, α is the output variance, γ the RBF support width and β the variance of the added
noise. α, γ and β are the hyperparameters of K which can be denoted as β̄.
Finally, the probability of the data given the latent coordinates can be expressed as
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(3.6)
where Z is a normalisation factor. Equation 3.6 is maximised with respect to the latent co-
ordinates X and the kernel parameters β̄ using gradient descent as there is no closed-form
solution.
[X̂, ˆ̄β] = argmax
X,β̄
P (Y |X, β̄) (3.7)
Back-Constrained GPLVM
In the experiments carried out for the duration of this thesis, a back-constrained GPLVM [158]
is used. In the standard GPLVM, the relative distances between latent points is preserved when
mapping to their corresponding data points. However, the model does not ensure the inverse
of this transformtaion, that the observed data points close to one another map to points which
are also close in latent space. To address this, let g() be the back-constrained mapping from
data space to latent space. As such, each element in X can be constrained by replacing it
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Figure 3-4: The structure of a basic H-GPVLM, containing a root node, X3 and two leaf
nodes, X1 and X2 where the latent coordinates of these map to the observed data Y1 and Y2
respectively. This structure is based on the example given in the work by Lawrence and Moore
[16].
with xi = g(yi,W ) where W are the parameters used for the mapping. This then changes the
maximisation of Equation 3.7 to be with respect to W and β̄.
[Ŵ , ˆ̄β] = argmax
W,β̄
P (Y |W, β̄) (3.8)
Ek et al. [159] have previously used a back-constrained GPLVM when predicting human 3D
pose from silhouettes.
Hierarchical-GPLVM
A Hierarchical-GPLVM [16] can be used to exploit the conditional independences in the ob-
served data. The H-GPLVM is structured as a tree, where each node generates the latent-
space coordinates of its children nodes. The leaf nodes of the model generate coordinates in
observed-data space.
Consider the tree containing a root node, X3 and two leaf nodes, X1 and X2 where the latent
coodinates of these map to the observed data Y1 and Y2 respectively, as shown in Figure 3-4.
This results in the task of maximising the log likelihood:
logP (X1, X2, X3|Y1, Y2) = logP (Y1|X1) + logP (Y2|X2) + logP (X1, X2|X3) (3.9)
Using this particular model allows for the representation of the body parts of the skeleton both
as a group of parts and individual parts. In practice this enables the optimisation function
to, for example, move only the left back leg while keeping all other bones in the skeleton in
an unaltered position. The structure of the H-GPLVMs used in the experiments described in
Section 3.4 are shown in Figure 3-5. As with the GPLVM, back constraints are included in the
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Figure 3-5: The structure of the H-GPLVM (right) used in the experiments described in Section
3.4 and the corresponding bones in the horse skeleton (left, bottom) and dog skeleton (left, top).
H-GPLVM models used in experiments throughout this thesis.
3.4 Model-based tracking
The models described in section 3.3 can be used as a constraint when capturing the motion of
a human or animal. While experiments were performed using PCA, GPLVM and H-GPLVM,
and are detailed in this section, no experiments were performed using the SMPL or SMAL
models. The reason for this is that the SMAL model had not been published at the time of the
experiments, and an animal equivalent of the SMPL model was not created in-house due to
time constraints. However, these models provide a useful basis for comparison and have the
potential to be used in future work.
3.4.1 Creating Pose Models from a Synthetic Animated Horse
When aiming to fit a model to the reconstructed mesh of a horse in Fig 3-1, the first step is to
source data from which to build this model.
A rigged horse model was downloaded from the Unity Asset Store [160], with the neutral
skeleton and mesh shown in Figure 3-6. The model had two animation sequences: a walk and
gallop animation. The horse model also provides a mesh and the skinning weights required for
linear blend skinning. The skeleton contains 45 joints and the rotations of the joints throughout
the sequences will be used as input data when creating the parametric models.
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Figure 3-6: The structure of the two skeletons, a horse (left) and a dog (right), used in the
experiments described in Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.4 respectively. Each joint is shown in
red, bones on the left side of the body are shown in blue with the rest of the bones shown in
black. The horse model was downloaded from the Unity Asset Store [160] while the dog model
was created in-house.
Figure 3-7: A visualisation of skinning weights used as part of the linear blend skinning algo-
rithm. Each vertex is given an array of weights, where each index corresponds to a bone and
the influence the bone’s transformation has on the vertex. All weights for a vertex sum to one.
Here, from the left, are shown the weights for the bones in Figure 3-6 that are equivalent to the
left scapula, humerus and radius. These weights were manually defined.
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The rotation of each joint is defined as the rotation in local coordinate space with respect to
the rotation of the joint that defines its neutral position. These rotations are represented as unit
quaternions and sampled from the animations at 30 fps. Each joint is constrained to its degree
of freedom, e.g. a hinge joint such as a knee needs only two axes of rotation to define the angle.
This resulted in 25 frames for the walk animation, and 25 frames for the gallop animation.
These are combined into a single sequence of 50 frames. The rotation and translation of the
root joint are ignored. The final matrix created from the joint rotation data is 127x50 in size
and is then altered to have a mean of zero and scaled such that its variance is one.
3.4.2 Fitting Models to Photogrammetry Data
Three types of models are created from the joint data: PCA, GPLVM and H-GPLVM. Three
variations of the PCA model were created using the first three, four and eight eigenvectors of
the data. These describe approximately 70%, 82% and 97% of the data variance respectively.
Three variations of the GPLVM model were also created, producing models with 2D, 3D and
4D latent spaces. The same dimensions were attempted when creating the H-GPLVM model,
however the optimisation of the 4D H-GPLVM failed to converge. The structure of the H-
GPLVM displaying the relationship between the nodes in the model and the horse’s skeleton is
shown in Figure 3-5.
Six frames from the recorded horse sequence from Section 3.2.1 were used to reconstruct
meshes of the horse. These were then manually cleaned, producing meshes that are similar to
that shown in Figure 3-1. The aim of this section is to obtain the posed horse mesh that best
fits each reconstructed mesh RM . To achieve this, the rotation and translation values of the
skeleton root, and model coordinates which produce the joint rotations of the skeleton must be
obtained. Finally, this skeleton is applied to the neutral mesh using linear blend skinning, as
outlined in Algorithm 1. Linear blend skinning is a well-known skinning algorithm were each
vertex in the mesh is assigned an array of weights. These weights sum to one and define the
influence of the transformation of each bone in the skeleton has on this vertex. An example of
these weights with reference to a dog are shown in Figure 3-7.
Algorithm 1: Generating a posed mesh from a model using Linear Blend Skinning (LBS)
modelCoordindates = X;
localBoneRotations = Generate(model, modelCoordindates);
posedSkeleton = ApplyRotations(neutralSkeleton, localBoneRotations);
posedMesh = LBS(posedSkeleton, neutralMesh, skinningWeights);
posedMesh = ApplyTransformation(posedMesh, skeletonRootTransformation);
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whereX are the model coordinates,R and t are the rotation and translation of the skeleton root
respectively and F () is the function that produces the posed mesh of the animal given these
variables. I are the valid matches between the vertices of RM and the posed mesh, and J are
the valid matches between the vertices of the posed mesh and the reconstructed mesh RM .
These matches are created using Algorithm 2.
Gradient descent is used in the optimisation function and in order to avoid local minima, an
initial estimation of the rotation and translation of the root of the skeleton is required. The
shape and size of the horse must also be known beforehand. For example, it can be seen in
Figure 3-1, particularly in the legs, that the reconstructed horse mesh is shallow with regards to
depth. In order to reflect this, the horse model needed an additional scale to make it narrower
either side of the sagittal plane in order for the correct legs of the model to match with those of
the reconstructed horse.
Algorithm 2: Creating matches from vertices in the source mesh to the target mesh
validMatch = [];
for i = 0 to length(sourceMesh) do
vertexLoc = sourceMesh[i];
vertexNormal = sourceNormals[i];
nearestMatchInTarget = knnsearch(vertexLoc, targetMesh);
targetLoc = targetMesh[nearestMatchInTarget];
targetNormal = targetNormals[nearestMatchInTarget];
dist = EuclideanDistance(vertexLoc, targetLoc);
angDiff = DifferenceInAngles(vertexNormal, targetNormal);
if dist < distThreshold and angDiff < angleThreshold then
validMatch.append([i, nearestMatchInTarget]);
K-means clustering is used to sample N model coordinates. In the experiments described,
N is set to 30. For each coordinate, each vertex in the resulting generated horse mesh is
matched with the nearest vertex in RM . If the vertex normals of the matched vertices differ
by a threshold, or if the Euclidean distance between the two is above a threshold, the match is
ignored. This matching algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2. Next, this matching algorithm
is applied in the opposite direction, producing the valid matches for the vertices in RM to
those in the generated mesh. The rotation and translation of the root of the horse skeleton
that minimises the Euclidean distance between the matches is then found. After completing
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Algorithm 3: Given an initial estimate by the user for the skeleton root rotation and transla-
tion, k-means clustering is used to sample N model coordinates in order to find the starting
pose for the minimisation function.
coordinates = Sample N latent coordinates using K-means clustering;
for coord in coordinates do
skeleton = GeneratePosedSkeleton(coord, initialRootRotation, initialRootTranslation);
mesh = GeneratePosedMesh(skeleton, neutralMesh, skinningWeights);
match1 = CreateMatches(mesh, reconstructedPoints);
match2 = CreateMatches(reconstructedPoints,mesh);
[newRotation, newTranslation, error] = MinimiseEuclideanDistance(match1,match2);





this step for the N generated meshes, the model coordinates, root rotation and root translation
which produce the smallest error are considered to be the initial values for these variables. This
process is outlined in Algorithm 3.
Using these initial values, the process described above is repeated, with the addition of now
also finding the model coordinates that minimise the distance between the matched vertices,
along with the root rotation and translation. After each convergence, the matched pairs of
vertices are updated, and the process is iterated until the overall error converges or a limit of
the number of iterations has been reached. This process is outlined in Algorithm 4, where
MinimiseEuclideanDistance() refers to Equation 3.10.
When fitting the H-GPLVM, the process outlined in Algorithm 4 is executed referring to the
root node of the model, which produces a pose for the full skeleton. The solved model co-
ordinates are then use to generate the coordinates of the leaf nodes, which refer to the tail,
head, spine and each of the four legs, giving coordinates that are d × 7 in size, where d is the
dimension of the H-GPLVM. Algorithm 4 is then repeated using this newly-generated model
coordinates and has the effect of optimising for all leaf nodes simultaneously, along with the
rotation and translation of the skeleton root.
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Algorithm 4: After calculating initial values for the model coordinates and the rotation and
translation of the skeleton in Algorithm 3, these values are optimised via gradient descent.
Matches between the meshes are updated after every iteration, and this loop continues until
the error is reduced by less than 1%, or a maximum amount of iterations are performed




while loopCount < maxPossibleLoops and differenceInError > errorThreshold
do
skeleton = GeneratePosedSkeleton(modelCoord, rootRotation, rootTranslation);
mesh = GeneratePosedMesh(skeleton, neutralMesh, skinningWeights);
match1 = CreateMatches(mesh, reconstructedPoints);
match2 = CreateMatches(reconstructedPoints,mesh);
errorStart = CalculateEuclideanDistance(match1,match2);
[modelCoord, rootRotation, rootTranslation, errorEnd] =
MinimiseEuclideanDistance(match1,match2);




As the ground-truth skeleton of the horse in the reconstructed mesh is not available, error must
be based on the difference between the surface of the mesh as generated by the model and
RM . Matches must first be created between the two meshes. Here, Algorithm 2 is used, but
the vertex normal and distance thresholds are ignored in this case and every match created is
considered valid.
Models of varying dimensions were tested: 3D, 4D and 8D PCA models, 2D, 3D and 4D
GPLVM models and 2D and 3D H-GPLVM models. Overall, the 8D PCA model provided the
best fit. Errors are reported in Table 3.1 and example results are shown in Figure 3-8.
An obvious drawback to the above method is the identity of the horse is unknown and had
to be manually approximated by scaling the animated horse model. The proportions of the
model still differ to that of the reconstructed mesh. The animation used to create the models
was hand-keyed and after visually inspecting this sequence, the movements of the horse do
not appear to be completely realistic. The skinning weights provided produce unusual surface
movement during the extreme poses. The two sequences provided also have limited movement




2D 3D 4D 8D
PCA - 1.289 1.191 1.135
GPLVM 1.171 1.157 1.154 -
H-GPLVM 1.203 1.562 - -
Table 3.1: PCA, GPVLM and H-GPLVM models of various dimensions are used to generate
posed horse skeletons and, in turn, posed meshes that best fit to six frames of reconstructed
points of a horse. For each frame, matches are created between the horse mesh as generated
by the model, and the reconstructed mesh. Algorithm 2 is used to create these matches, but
the thresholds are ignored and every match is considered valid. This table displays the mean
euclidean distance per matched vertex for the given model across all six frames. Errors are
reported in units, with Figure 3-8 showing the relative size of the horse. A hyphen indicates
that a model of that particular dimension was not tested.
Figure 3-8: Referring to Table 3.1, this figure contains the 8D PCA, 2D GPLVM and 2D H-
GPLVM result for using each model to generate a mesh that best fits to frame three in the
sequence. The generated horse meshes are shown in red, green and blue respectively, with the
reconstructed mesh in grey. The PCA model had the smallest error, followed by the GPVLM
and finally the H-GPLVM had the largest error. For scale, the black corner bars for each horse
are five units in both width and height.
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3.4.3 Creating Pose Models from Dog Motion-Capture Data
To address the issues described in the previous section, a dog was recorded over three ses-
sions performing various locomotion movements. Example images for each of the sessions are
shown in Figure 3-2. One capture session consisted of placing reflective markers on the dog
and using Vicon Shogun to estimate the ground-truth skeleton. These markers were placed
directly onto the dog’s fur using pieces of velcro with a sticky underside. To secure markers to
each of the limbs, strips of velcro were wrapped around in the limb such that overlapping of
the material occurred. The short hair of the dog meant that these techniques were sufficient to
secure the markers.
An accurate 3D model and skeleton of the dog was created by an artist, and the range of motion
of each joint in the dog’s skeleton was studied. This skeleton structure contains 36 joints, and is
shown in Figure 3-6. The neutral mesh and linear blend skinning weights were also manually
created. An example of the weights are shown in Figure 3-7. Solving the skeleton for the
reconstructed markers provides real dog motion data, and so does not have any motion errors
and limitations that the human-created horse animation contains. The animation sequence with
resulted from the motion data of the dog was sampled at 30 fps, resulting in 713 frames. The
first 250 frames of this sequence are used as input data for the creation of the PCA, GPLVM
and H-GPLVM models. The remainder of the frames are used as test data. The data matrix
creation and normalisation are identical to those described in Section 3.4.1, producing a matrix
that is 80× 250 in size.
3.4.4 Fitting Models to Sequential Synthetic Depth Data
As described in Section 3.2.3, the efforts to reconstruct the dog from multi-view cameras were
not successful. Therefore, as a proof of concept, the following experiments involve predicting
the dog’s pose from synthetic data. More explicitly, a virtual camera is used to render the
skinned mesh of the dog as a clean depth image. A 3D surface is reconstructed from this
image. The aim of these experiments is to use each of the three models (PCA, GPLVM and H-
GPLVM) to produce the skeleton and skinned mesh that best fit the reconstructed point cloud.
The fitting algorithms used are identical to those defined in Section 3.4.2.
Initial experiments with a 3D GPLVM involved using the optimised root rotation and transla-
tion, and GPLVM coordinate for frame f as the initial values for these variables for frame f+1
in Algorithm 4. However, if the optimised variables for frame f are incorrect, then the initial
values for frame f + 1 are far from the desired values and so can have the effect of propagating
errors along the sequence of frames. Recovery from this propagation is still a possibility, as
can be seen in the final frame of the top row in Figure 3-9. For each frame, the mean Euclidean
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Figure 3-9: Skeletons produced as a result of fitting a 3D GPLVM to reconstructed points from
synthetic depth images. Results from frames [0,5,10,15,20,25] are shown, where the ground-
truth skeleton is plotted as dotted lines and the optimised skeleton in full lines. Skeletons are
shown from the top down, and a side view. Top row: the solved GPLVM coordinates, root
rotation and translation of frame f are used as initialisation for frame f + 1 in Algorithm 4.
Bottom row: the solved root rotation and translation only of frame f are used as initialisation
for frame f + 1 and the initial GPLVM coordinates are found via k-mean sampling of the
latent space, as outlined in Algorithm 3. This prevents the propagation of errors through the
sequence. The mean Euclidean between joints and their ground-truth position for the top row
is 45.247 mm, whereas the bottom row reduces this to 27.591 mm.
distance between the solved joint locations and their respective ground-truth locations was cal-
culated, giving an error of 45.247 mm per joint per frame. The experiment was repeated where
the optimised root rotation and translation for frame f are used as the initial values for frame
f + 1, however the GPLVM coordinate is initialised independently for each frame using the
k-means sampling step, as outlined in Algorithm 3. The mean joint error calculated for this
sequence was 27.591 mm. Figure 3-9 displays the skeleton results for frames [0,5,10,15,20,25]
of a sequence when fitting a 3D GPLVM to the reconstructed depth points in both of the ex-
periments described. The ground-truth skeleton is displayed in dotted lines, with the solved
skeleton in full, bold lines.
Comparing PCA, GPLVM and H-GPLVM
When comparing the models, experiments were performed varying the latent dimension of




2D 3D 4D 8D
PCA - 43.682 29.473 31.533
GPLVM 57.214 27.657 26.927 -
H-GPLVM 61.516 51.707 - -
Table 3.2: PCA, GPVLM and H-GPLVM models of various dimensions are used to generate
posed dog skeletons and, in turn, posed meshes that best fit to reconstructed points from ten
synthetic depth images of the dog. Each model was trained with 250 frames of dog animation.
For ten frames, the mean Euclidean distance (in millimetres) from each joint to its correspond-
ing ground-truth position is calculated. A hyphen indicates that a model of that particular
dimension was not tested.
data is used to create each model. For each frame, the sum of Euclidean distance between each
predicted joint position and its ground-truth value is calculated. The mean value returned by
ten frames in the sequence is then calculated.
For the PCA model, three, four and eight dimensions were tested, representing 43%, 50%
and 70% of the data variance respectively, with the 4D PCA model performing best. GPLVM
models of two, three and four dimensions were tested, with the 3D model performing best.
H-GPLVMs of two and three dimensions were tested, with the 3D model performing best.
The creation of a 4D H-GPLVM was attempted, however the optimisation function failed to
converge. Overall, the 4D GPLVM had the best result, with the error values reported in Table
3.2.
Estimating the Initial Skeleton Root Rotation and Translation
While the previous experiments are initialised with a root rotation and translation that is close
to the ground-truth value of the first frame of the sequence, it is possible to estimate these
values for the root, given the reconstructed depth points if certain assumptions about the dog
can be made. It is assumed that the shape and size of the dog are known. It is also assumed
that the root position is located near the mean of the reconstructed points and finally, that the
dog is in an upright position.
In the initialisation step involving the k-means clustering of latent coordinates, an additional
step will then be performed and is described as follows. A full rotation about the up-axis is
divided into angles 30 degrees apart from each other. For each candidate latent coordinate,
each of the angles is used as a starting value for the root rotation in the alignment minimisation
function. More formally, the for-loop in Algorithm 3 is now a nested for-loop where each
of the potential rotations is evaluated, as shown in Algorithm 5. The coordinates, rotation
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and translation which achieved the lowest error are then used as the initial values for the next
optimisation step in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 5: If the skeleton root rotation and translation, along with the model coordinates
are unknown, Algorithm 3 can be altered. Here, angles in a defined interval about the up-
axis are used as initialisation for the root rotation, and the root translation is assumed to lie
near the mean value of the reconstructed mesh RM .
coordinates = Sample N latent coordinates using K-means clustering;
initialRootTranslation = mean(reconstructedPoints);
anglesAboutUpAxis = [0,30,60,...,330];
for coord in coordinates do
for ang in anglesAboutUpAxis do
initialRootRotation = CreateRotationMatrix(ang);
skeleton = GeneratePosedSkeleton(coord, initialRootRotation,
initialRootTranslation);
mesh = GeneratePosedMesh(skeleton, neutralMesh, skinningWeights);
match1 = CreateMatches(mesh, reconstructedPoints);
match2 = CreateMatches(reconstructedPoints,mesh);
[newRotation, newTranslation, error] =
MinimiseEuclideanDistance(match1,match2);





In Figure 3-10, the result is shown for sample frames where the values of the model coordi-
nates, root rotation and root translation are unknown and must be estimated. These results are
compared to the results when the ground-truth values for the root are known, but the model
coordinates are still unknown. For each frame, the mean of the Euclidean distance between
each solved joint and its ground-truth locations is calculated. The mean distance between each
joint and it’s ground-truth position when the root is unknown is approximately 48.713 mm,
with the mean distance for the known root being approximately 40.825 mm.
3.5 Conclusions
For optimal results, the methods used for tracking in Section 3.4 rely on having an initial
rotation and translation value for the root of the skeleton. While the translation of the root
can be estimated from the mean vertex of the reconstructed point cloud, the rotation is more
difficult to estimate. If the dog can be assumed to be upright, an approximation of the true
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Figure 3-10: Estimating the orientation and location of the dog is possible when the size and
shape of the dog are known and the dog is assumed to be upright. The mean Euclidean distance
between a predicted joint and its true locations decreases by approximately 8 mm when the
root rotation and translation are known. Top row: the normalised depth images. Second row:
the resulting skeleton when the pose, rotation and translation are unknown. Third row: the
resulting skeleton when the pose is unknown.
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rotation can be found by computing the error when rotating the dog in intervals about the up-
axis. However, it can be hypothesised that in cases where the dog is at an extreme angle such
as mid-jump or lying down, additional axes of rotation will need to be taken into account. In
these cases, there is a high probability that the algorithm would fall in a local minimum and
therefore not produce accurate results.
It can be noted that the test dog has a very thin tail, so the algorithm did not produce results
where the dog was orientated back-to-front. However, for dogs with bushy tails, there is the
possibility that the head of the generated mesh could be matched to the tail, and therefore
produce the incorrect orientation of the dog.
The synthetic images and reconstructed data are free of any noise or have the majority of the
noise manually removed, and so are not representative of real-world data. Since the shape and
size of the ground-truth mesh of the dog are known, the process of creating matched pairs of
vertices between the generated mesh and the reconstructed mesh will result in mostly accurate
matches. If the shape of the dog is unknown, the neutral mesh of the dog will then need to be
predicted. Combining this with noisy real-world data will likely produce less accurate matches,
resulting overall in less accurate pose predictions.
Three different types of parametric models with various dimensions were tested in this chapter:
PCA, GPLVM and H-GPLVM. The 8D PCA model achieved the smallest error in the horse
experiment and the 4D GPLVM achieved the smallest error in the main dog experiment. The
H-GPVLM performed the worst in both cases. I believe that this is mainly due to the matches
between the reconstructed input point cloud and the model-generated animal mesh causing
the optimisation function to become stuck in a local minimum. If matches were to be created
between two sets of skeleton joints, rather than the surfaces used in this chapter, this would
provide a more accurate relationship between the input data and model data, and possibly limit
the number of causes were a local minimum was found instead of the global minimum. I feel
that there is still a case for using a H-GPVLM over the other two models, due to it’s capability
of generating poses not seen in the training data, in that it can manipulate individual limbs at
a time. I believe this will be advantageous when using the model on data recorded from a real
animal over a long period, where the motion of the animal will contain much more variation
than that used to build and test the models in this chapter.
Comparing the 2D PCA and GPLVM models of real vs synthetic motion, as shown in Figure
3-11, it can be seen that clean, human-created motion results in model coordinates where a
much more uniform shape is produced than that produced by the real dog motion. Forty-
five frames of the dog trotting forward in a straight line were extracted from the animation
sequence, producing a repeating cycle of similar data. This is similar in nature to the horse
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animation data and enables the comparison of the models produced by the two data matrices.
While noisy, the generally circular shape of the model coordinates of this 45-frame sequence
is similar to that of the horse. In contrast, the models produced by the full sequence of the dog
with 250 frames contain no discernible pattern. These properties are worth considering when
utilising pose models in future work.
In conclusion, the results obtained in the chapter are promising with regard to predicting animal
pose from 3D data. The process of collecting a small amount of initial animal data to perform
the experiments was described. While the original aim of the chapter was to fit probabilistic
models to dense multi-view data, such a reconstruction method may not be suitable when only
a limited number of cameras is available. Instead, depth data may be more applicable as a
single camera is required and does not rely on texture information from the animal’s fur.
However, the test depth data is completely noise-free and is limited to a single animal. Ad-
ditionally, the data used to train the models is very similar to the data used to then test the
models. The next step in this thesis is therefore, to expand the dataset to contain more varied
types of movement and have these movements be performed by a collection of dogs rather than
a single dog. In order to allow for the noise present in real-world data, it will be considered
that the increased size of the dataset may be sufficient to train a neural network to predict the
initial estimated locations of joints. These predicted joint locations may then be used to guide
the model as it fits to the data.
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Figure 3-11: This figure compares the structure of the coordinates in the models produced
with the synthetic horse walk and gallop sequences (top row) with real motion-capture data
of a dog (centre row, 45 frames where the dog was mostly trotting in a forward direction and
bottom row, the full 250-frames sequence). The left column contains 2D PCA models, while
the right column contains 2D back-constrained GPLVMs. The greyscale pattern in the GPLVM
is a measure of log-likelihood, with white denoting that the pose is more likely and black less
likely. Blue lines connect successive frames, which are drawn in red. It can be seen that the
latent coordinates of the synthetic data result in a more uniform pattern than the 45-frame dog
models, with the full dog sequence having no clear pattern.
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Chapter 4
Multi-modal Dog Motion Dataset
The previous chapter describes a method of fitting a statistical pose model to 3D data. It was
noted that the most accurate results were obtained when the optimisation function was provided
with values of the rotation and translation of the skeleton root that were a close approximation
to the ground truth. These values could be estimated when the motion of the animal is con-
strained, such as walking in circular motions. The limited size of the dataset resulted in the
test motion being very similar to that used to create the pose models. It was also noted that
the same dog was used for creating and testing the models. It is possible that dogs of varying
breeds, or different individuals in general, move in different manners. Finally, it was mentioned
that the depth images were noise-free, which simplified the process of fitting the model to the
reconstructed data.
The aim of this chapter is to gather a large multi-modal dataset of various breeds of dogs
performing a wide range of actions. The end results discussed in this chapter will provide
RGB and RGB-D images with associated ground-truth motion-capture data which can be used
as a baseline for animal pose estimation algorithms or as training data for neural networks and
general adversarial networks (GANs).
First, a description will be given of the steps undertaken in preparation for the data collection.
These include experimenting with methods of attaching the reflective markers which are suit-
able for dogs and collaborating with the Bath Cats and Dogs Home, an animal shelter located
near to the university. Secondly, details will be provided of the methods of capture, such as
camera specifications and layout. Thirdly, the actions performed by the dogs on the day of
capture and the steps required to then process the recorded data will be discussed. Finally, the




As discussed in Section 2.3, there exist many large-scale datasets of human pose in 2D and
3D which can be used either for the quantitative evaluation of pose estimation algorithms or
as training data for neural networks. Recently, datasets for animal 2D pose with manual anno-
tations have been released; however, these animal datasets are not sufficient for training deep
networks. There are also no existing datasets with ground-truth 3D skeleton information for an-
imals. This chapter presents a multi-modal dataset of canine pose, containing multi-view RGB
videos recorded by up to ten 4K RGB cameras, and multi-view RGB-D videos recorded by up
to six Microsoft Kinect v2s. All frames have corresponding skeleton ground-truth data from
an optical motion-capture system. All trials take place within a controlled studio environment,
to aid algorithms which rely on minimal environmental changes.
4.2 Dataset Collection and Design
In this section, descriptions will be given of the motion-capture experiments and discussions
that were undertaken prior to the two recording sessions with the dogs provided by the Bath
Cats and Dogs Home, a local animal shelter. Details will then be provided about the selection
of dogs captured and the props used during the recording. Finally, details will be provided
about the different modalities used to record the dogs.
4.2.1 Placing Markers on a Dog
Experiments were initially performed in order to test different methods of applying a set of
markers to a dog. These tests were carried out using a dog who had previous experience with
the studio and the motion-capture process. In wide areas of the dog such as the head and torso,
double-sided tape was used to secure a section of velcro to the dog and a marker was then
attached to this. For narrow areas of the dog such as the legs, a sticky strip of velcro was
wrapped around the limb, and the marker attached. It was noticed that, however well-behaved
the dog, in extended moments when not being recorded, they would begin to pull the markers
from their paws. The markers would also fall off after repeated motions of sitting and lying
down. Attaching the markers individually to the body of the dog also took some time and
increased the possibility of either forgetting to place the marker or placing it on an incorrect
section of the body. Placing markers directly on the fur would cause a particular issue for
long-haired dogs, as they would not be secured as the dog moved around the capture volume.
The aim of the experiments was to find a solution to as many of these issues as possible.
Long-sleeved dog suits catering for many sizes were sourced from Equafleece [161]. It was
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Figure 4-1: The range of dogs recorded for the dataset. The dogs are ordered left to right, top
to bottom, as they appear in Table 4.1
anticipated these suits could be altered successfully for use as motion-capture suits for dogs.
These suits are a single colour, so in order to aid methods such as stereo reconstruction, a
stamped pattern was applied to the cloth, providing additional texture features. Markers that
would be located near the dog’s ribcage and spine were glued directly to the suit; to facilitate
markers near the legs, strips of velcro were glued to the suit and markers attached later as
necessary. This allowed for some degree of freedom when placing the markers, in order to find
the optimal location when the suit was on the dog. All markers on all of the suits were the
same size, approximately 10mm in diameter.
In addition to markers on the suit, markers were placed directly on the fur of the dog at the
paws, head and tail. These markers were smaller than those placed on the suit, approximately
5mm in diameter. In order to securely attach the markers to the dog, the markers were first
glued to strips of surgical tape, as used by veterinary surgeons, then placed on the fur. The
final positions of all markers were chosen through the combination of the biological study of
dog skeletons and reference to marker placement on human subjects.
All of the dogs recorded are shown in the motion-capture suits in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-2: The number of markers varied per dog, in relation to their size. This figure shows
the locations of the markers on the dog with the most markers (82, left) and the least (60, right).
Each marker on a dog is assigned a colour for identification purposes.
4.2.2 Liaison with Bath Cats and Dogs Home
The initial proposal was to hire professionally trained dogs in order to record the dog perform-
ing very specific and elaborate actions. After deliberation, a local animal shelter, Bath Cats and
Dogs Home, was contacted to inquire if the organisation would be interested in a collaboration.
It was felt that a partnership would be mutually beneficial. With respect to the type of data col-
lected, this would enable the acquisition of data more typical to that of the average dog, and a
more diverse range of dog breeds would be provided. From the animal shelter’s perspective, it
would provide an opportunity for the dogs to socialise, which in turn could increase that dog’s
chance of being adopted in the near future. Due to the nature of the project, there was a lot of
local and international press interest in the capture session, with many news reporters filming
on the first day of capture, and interviewing members of the university team and the team from
the animal shelter. This gave the shelter additional publicity, which would aid them in their
efforts to rehome the animals and secure charitable donations.
It was discussed with the home which actions could be expected of the dogs to perform and
which would be repeatable across several dogs. The home was then asked to decide which
dogs they felt would be most suited to the recording sessions, providing as great a diversity of
dog breeds as possible. During these discussions, it came to light that there are various props
located in the outdoor dog pens at the shelter to provide enriched play for the dogs. It was
decided which props would facilitate interesting dog motions and these were transported to the
motion-capture studio on the days of recording. These props are shown in Figure 4-3. After
the meetings, the following scenarios were selected for recording:
• Locomotion: walking, trotting, etc., in the empty capture volume, both in a straight line
and around a circumference.
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Figure 4-3: The collection of props used in the dataset, as provided by the Bath Cats and Dogs
Home. From left to right, top row: weave poles standing up, weave poles laid on the floor and a
table approximately 30cm in height. Bottom row: a table approximately 60cm in height, jump
stands where the height of the jump can be adjusted, and low jump stands where the width can
be adjusted. A set of steps can be placed at the high table for the dog to climb both up and
down. A ramp can be placed on the two tables in other to record the dog walking on a gradient.
• Freestyle: sitting, giving paw, eating the from the ground, etc., in the empty capture
volume.
• Weave poles, upright: weaving through the poles provides motions of the dog twisting
and turning.
• Weave poles, flat: walking over the poles provides a walking motion which usually
differs from the dog’s normal walking motion.
• Small table: larger dogs step on/off the table, while smaller dogs need to jump on/off.
A ramp was placed on the table for smaller dogs to walk up/down the ramp, providing a
clip of their locomotion on a gradient.
• Tall table: larger dogs could jump on/off the table. Larger dogs also walked up/down the
ramp. Smaller dogs walked up/down the set of steps placed at the table.
• Jump wings: holes in the wings provide two heights for jumps. Taller dogs jump the two
heights, while smaller dogs jump the lowest height only.
• Low jump stands: up to three jump stands are placed at a distance that is proportional to
the size of the dog, to provide low, wide jumping motions.
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Dog Breed Height Skeleton Mesh # Markers # 4K Cameras # 4K frames # Kinect Cameras # RGB-D frames
Kaya northern inuit 57 3 3 64 8 176,900 6 13,100
Maggie staffordshire bull terrier 35 3 3 63 8 230,500 5 19,800
Scooby bull terrier 48 3 3 63 8 137,000 6 5,700
Monty jack russel 33 3 3 69 10 147,300 0 0
Fred lurcher 61 3 3 82 10 183,100 0 0
Louie french bulldog 29 3 3 60 8 194,600 5 16,100
Casper lurcher 56 3 3 66 8 324,000 6 14,800
Gypsy border collie X 40 3 3 63 8 195,800 5 11,000
Delilah american bulldog 47 3 3 63 8 210,500 5 9,500
Jonty unknown 61 3 3 66 8 132,800 5 4,000
Theo pug X 34 3 3 69 10 150,800 0 0
Snowy staffordshire bull terrier 40 3 7 63 8 173,100 5 7,200
Polly labrador 46 3 7 66 10 243,300 0 0
Bella cavachon 28 3 7 67 10 220,700 0 0
Byron labrador X mastiff 56 3 7 64 10 162,700 0 0
Dude english bull terrier 46 3 7 66 10 170,000 0 0
Table 4.1: Information about the dogs that were recorded for the dataset. From left: the breed
of the dog, the approximate height in centimetres of the dog’s withers, a tick or cross denoting
if a finalised skeleton of the dog has been created, a tick or cross denoting if a watertight mesh
of the dog has been created, the number of markers on the dog, the number of cameras used
and the total number of frames. An ‘X’ in the dog’s breed denotes a cross-breed. In general,
larger dogs required a larger number of markers. The number of 4K RGB cameras used varied
between eight and ten cameras, with the Kinect cameras (if used) varying between five and six.
The frames for both systems are approximately covering the same periods of time, with the
numbers given rounded to the nearest hundred.
4.2.3 Modalities
Three different camera systems were used to record the dogs. The position and orientation of
each of the cameras in each system are shown in Figure 4-4.
Markers on the dogs were recorded using a Vicon system [69] at a drop-frame rate of 119.88
fps. This system contains 20 Bonita B10 optical cameras and two Bonita 720c RGB “witness”
cameras. Each infrared camera has a resolution of 1024×1024 pixels and the witness cameras
have a resolution of 1024 × 720 pixels. The software used for recording and post-processing
operations was Vicon Shogun [148]. The camera system was calibrated using Vicon’s standard
proprietary protocol, in which a wand containing five LEDs is moved throughout the capture
volume and recorded by the cameras. The world origin of the system is set to be the centre
point of the capture volume.
RGB footage was recorded using Sony PXW-FS7K cameras; these have a resolution of
3840× 2160 pixels and recorded at a drop-frame rate of 59.94 fps. For the initial capture ses-
sion, eight cameras were used, while ten cameras were used in the second session. Recorded
footage was written directly to two XQD cards contained in each camera. These were replaced
after the recording of each dog was completed, requiring the calibration procedure to be re-
peated in order to compensate for any camera movement during this process. The calibration
method is identical to that described in Section 3.2.2 where the technique of Evans et al. [151]
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Figure 4-4: The layout of the different camera systems used. Each column is a top-down
view (top), and a side-view of the cameras (bottom). Each system is assigned a colour; Kinect
cameras are shown in blue, Sony 4K RGB in green and the Vicon cameras in red (the two Vicon
witness cameras are shown in magenta). The world origin is denoted with a yellow circle and
each grid is 1 metre in width/height/depth. From left: 5-Kinect setup, 6-Kinect setup, 8-Sony
setup, 10-Sony setup, the Vicon setup.
is used. The world origins of the Sony and Vicon systems were initially aligned using the Vicon
calibration wand. This alignment was then refined using manually selected marker projections
in images of the dogs. Viewpoints from the two Sony set-ups are shown in Figure 4-5.
The Vicon and Sony systems are automatically synchronised using the timecode and genlock
signal from the Evertz Master Clock/SPG 5601MSC [162].
For both recording sessions, six Microsoft Kinect v2 cameras were located in the capture vol-
ume. Errors encountered on the days of recording had the effect of interrupting the connection
from the cameras to the computer at the root of the system. As such, for some dogs, footage
from five or fewer cameras is available, and the frame rates recorded were lower than ex-
pected. While the Kinect is capable of recording RGB and RGB-D images at 30 fps, the
footage recorded by the system has a frame rate of approximately 6 fps. The intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the RGB camera for each Kinect are determined using the same pro-
cess as described for the Sony system. The intrinsic parameters of the depth camera are taken
directly from the hardware of each device. The extrinsic parameters of the depth camera are
determined through the process of aligning the reconstructed depth points of the dog with the
sequence of meshes generated from the solved skeleton of the dog. The RGB image and recon-
structed depth points are extracted from the Kinect system using the libfreenect2 open-source
library [163]. Each Kinect was manually synchronised with the Vicon system during the post-
processing step. Viewpoints from the two Kinect set-ups are shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-5: Top: the view from the 8-camera Sony 4K cameras. Bottom: the view from the
10-camera Sony 4K cameras. Each group of images have the same timestamp.
4.2.4 Capture Sessions
All camera systems were set up and calibrated prior to the recording sessions. All props from
the animal shelter were transported into the studio. Dogs were brought to the studio by their
handler, someone with whom each dog was familiar and responded well to when given direc-
tions. Only one dog was present in the studio at a time, while two handlers were present; one
person was recorded along with the dog, while the second person provided any additional assis-
tance if required. No dog in the group seemed to show signs of distress with being in the studio
environment. In order to choose the best-fitting motion-capture suit, each dog was measured
from the base of its neck to the base of its tail. For dogs in the first group of capture sessions,
measurements of the length of individual bones for each dog were not recorded. While process-
ing the Vicon data from this group, it was found that bone lengths had a strong influence on the
accuracy of the solved skeleton pose. In this situation, the labelling and solving skeleton bone
lengths were initialised by comparing their projections on the witness RGB video footage with
where one would expect the bone to lie on the image. In order to initialise the processing step
with more accurate bone lengths, in the second recording session, approximate measurements
of the leg bones for each dog were recorded.
The motion-capture suit was placed on the dog by the handlers, in order to reduce any stress
to the dog that this process would cause. For some dogs, adjustments to the width and length
of the sleeves of the suit were required, using tape to secure folds in the material. Once all
adjustments to the suit were made, the positions of markers on strips of velcro on the suit were
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Figure 4-6: Top: the view from the 5-camera Kinect setup. Bottom: the view from the 6-camera
Kinect setup. All images have been normalised. Each group of images are taken from the same
moment in time, or the closest frame available.
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refined, to better align with the skeleton joints. Markers were then placed directly onto the
paws, tail, head and ears. Experience with processing the data from the first recording session
raised the issue that additional markers were needed on the head and tail for a more accurate
skeleton solve. It was found that when attaching the markers directly to the dog’s fur, the tape
stuck sufficiently. One dog with long, oily fur proved challenging when attempting to secure
the tape to the fur. An alcohol-based solution applied to the fur seemed to remove some of the
oil, which then allowed the tape to stick. Markers would occasionally fall from the dogs during
extreme shaking motions or when the paws of the current dog hit against a prop in the scene.
These would be replaced in a location as close as possible to the original marker.
Before and during the recording, the handler was given directions on what actions were re-
quired of the dog for the current take and optimal locations in the volume in which to perform
these. In the freestyle recording, the handler was given complete freedom to interact with the
dog how they pleased, in order to get the dog to perform any tricks that the dog knew. An
example of a jump and step-on-table sequence of two dogs, shown from one camera view, is
provided in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 respectively.
4.2.5 Skeleton and Mesh Creation
Vicon Shogun was used to record the markers on the dogs. While the Shogun pipeline is
straight-forward to use for human subjects - with many of the post-processing stages done
automatically - the dog subjects were much more challenging. This created the requirement
of thoroughly studying the software documentation, and communication with the Shogun help
team when no additional information was available. When recording human subjects, the
actors perform a Range of Motion sequence (ROM). This involves rotating each bone in as
wide a range as possible. The software uses this sequence to define the length of each bone
and the locations of the markers with respect to the bones. It is not possible to perform this
step with dogs. A human manually moving the dogs’ limbs would occlude some markers from
the cameras. Instead, a jump sequence for each dog was chosen for the ROM, as it contained
motion of the limbs bending and extending near to their extremes.
Extracting the skeleton from the markers involved following the steps:
Labelling Skeleton Creation: This skeleton is used to label each marker in the scene. Each
marker requires a label in order to identify the marker throughout the current sequence. The
labelling skeleton can be a simplified version of the finalised skeleton structure of the dog,
although in practice this involved placing fewer bones in the neck and tail only. Given the
jump sequence, all markers are labelled, any gaps in their trajectories are filled in and noise
is removed. Each marker is then associated with a single bone in the skeleton. The neutral
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Figure 4-7: An example of a jump sequence of a dog from one camera view, where every fifth
frame in the sequence is shown. Additional footage of the lead up to the jump and landing is
provided in the dataset. The images here have been cropped to make the poses of the dog more
clear.
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Figure 4-8: An example of a sequence of a dog jumping onto a table from one camera view,
where every fifth frame in the sequence is shown. Additional footage at either end of the
timeline of the sequence shown is provided in the dataset. The images here have been cropped
to make the poses of the dog more clear.
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pose of the skeleton defines the marker offset with respect to its associated bone. Skeleton
parameters are then initialised. These control properties of the skeleton, such as ensuring that
bones forming a pair (e.g. the left and right femur) are set to be the same length during the
calibration process. Finally, the skeleton motion is solved for the jump sequence, calibrating
the skeleton. This sets the final values in the skeleton parameters and defines the covariance
for each marker which in turn is used to label marker in new sequences of the current dog.
Marker labelling and clean-up: The labelling skeleton is used to automatically label the
markers. However, at times a marker can drop out of the sequence and be incorrectly labelled
on re-appearance. For markers near the paws, their small size and close proximity to each other
resulted in frequent mislabelling. Any incorrect labels needed manual intervention. Any gaps
in marker trajectory were filled and any noise in the sequence was manually removed.
Solving Skeleton Creation: This is the finalised skeleton structure of the dog and it is a
more biologically-accurate version of the labelling skeleton. The template dog skeleton used
in the generation of this dataset is based on anatomical skeletons as presented by Gardiner
and Raynor [164]. Whereas human skeletons contain a clavicle, constraining the movement
of shoulder joints to be rotational only, dogs do not have this bone [165]. This allows the
dog shoulder joint to also have translational freedom, along with rotation. The ears are also
modelled with rigid bones and given translation freedom, to allow for the ears to move with
respect to the base of the skull. It is assumed that the translation value for these joints in the
neutral pose is 0. In total, the solving skeleton has 95 degrees of freedom.
Unlike the labelling skeleton, multiple markers can influence a single bone in the solving skele-
ton. Each marker-bone relationship is assigned a weight, which controls the impact the rela-
tionship has on the pose for the current frame. This step was particularly difficult due to the
high number of parameters which alter the final pose; not only do the weights of each marker-
bone connection affect the bone, but the length of the bone itself. Additionally, all bones in
a kinematic chain have an effect on each other. Finding the correct markers for each bone,
the weights of the relationships, and the bone lengths are solved only through trial and error,
referring to the footage recorded by the RGB witness cameras.
A visualisation of the steps described is shown in Figure 4-9.
Neutral Mesh Creation: Agisoft Metashape [133] is a photogrammetry tool and was used in
the pipeline to initialise the neutral mesh of the dogs. Accurate camera calibration information,
manual masks and the projected marker positions were included in the Agisoft reconstruction
pipeline in order to obtain the best result possible. In spite of this, in the experiments un-
dertaken, eight and ten cameras did not provide enough information in order to accurately
reconstruct the mesh of the dog. I believe this may be due to the small number of cameras used
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Figure 4-9: The stages of processing the marker data in Vicon Shogun. From left: 1. Vicon
reconstructs the marker positions in 3D space. Pink denotes an unlabelled marker. 2. Markers
are assigned labels and connections between markers are created in order to aid visual detection
of missing markers. 3. The labelling skeleton is created, labelled markers are associated with
the bones, gaps in marker trajectory are filled in and the skeleton is calibrated. 4. The final
solving skeleton is created, markers are associated with the bones, weights are given to these
associations, and the skeleton is calibrated. 5. This final skeleton is used to pose the dog mesh.
and the wide baseline between these cameras. While paint was applied to the suits to produce
more texture information, it is possible that the repeated nature of the pattern may have caused
the software to create incorrect matches between pixels of neighbouring cameras, which in turn
produced a noisy mesh. The reconstruction surface was instead used by an artist to initialise
the general shape of the dog. The artist also created the skinning weights used by the bones in
the skeleton to animate the mesh. An image used for reconstruction, the resulting surface, and
the final posed dog mesh are shown in Figure 4-10.
At a later date, a photogrammetry booth was installed in the studio with approximately 50
cameras. Bath Cats and Dogs Home brought dogs which resembled those in the dataset to the
studio. The intention was to use the resulting meshes as a starting point when creating the
meshes of the remaining dogs recorded during the previous motion-capture sessions. These
dogs were photographed without a motion-capture suit, in order to record their fur texture. The
reconstructed mesh produced by Agisoft was much more accurate in this instance. I believe
that this is due to the much larger number of images used. It is also possible that the texture on
the fur was more unique than that of the motion-capture suit, resulting in correct image features
being matched across several different cameras.
4.2.6 Dataset Layout
While many actions of the 16 dogs have been recorded, as listed in Section 4.2.2, currently only
a select few actions and dogs have been fully processed. For five dogs, each with the same five
actions and test sequence, data from all camera systems have been processed. Details about
these sequences are provided in Table 4.2. For all 16 dogs in the set, skeleton data of at least
one locomotion and jump sequence have also been processed.
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Figure 4-10: Using images from the Sony cameras, computed camera calibration, manual
masks and marker projections, Agisoft Metashape was used to obtain a reconstructed surface
of the dog. A side and top-down view is shown in the middle column. This is used as reference
for an artist when creating the final dog mesh, shown in the posed position in the last column
Figure 4-11: Image data included in this dataset is, from left, 4K RGB frames, 2K RGB frames
from a Microsoft Kinect, and the depth information from a Kinect. Here, the RGB footage
is cropped near to the dog bounding box, and the depth image is shown as the full frame.
Clockwise from the top left image of each format, the image is shown where the silhouette
mask has been applied, the projected skeleton of the dog, the projected marker positions of
the dogs with connecting lines for ease of identification, and the dog bounding box. For the
projection of skeleton and markers in RGB images, yellow denotes limbs on the left side of the
body and magenta on the right. For depth images, these colours are orange and red respectively.
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Dogs Motion # Frames 4K RGB/Vicon
# Frames per Kinect
00 01 02 03 04 05
Kaya
walk 500 26 25 26 26 26 25
trot 148 8 8 8 9 6 6
jump 148 8 7 8 8 1 7
poles 536 35 33 34 34 33 34
table 704 50 47 50 48 48 49
testSeq 602 35 34 34 35 30 25
Maggie
walk 300 55 51 27 15 - 47
trot 118 10 9 3 3 - 10
jump 220 19 18 20 19 - 19
poles 374 58 53 47 36 - 56
table 330 25 24 25 23 - 25
testSeq 624 57 55 50 43 - 56
Scooby
walk 152 - - - - - -
trot 138 - - - - - -
jump 232 11 11 13 12 11 12
poles 232 27 24 24 25 24 24
table 582 55 51 53 53 35 55
testSeq 602 - - - - - -
Monty
walk 322 - - - - - -
trot 290 - - - - - -
jump 132 - - - - - -
poles 642 - - - - - -
table 390 - - - - - -
testSeq 602 - - - - - -
Fred
walk 596 - - - - - -
trot 188 - - - - - -
jump 192 - - - - - -
poles 376 - - - - - -
table 372 - - - - - -
testSeq 602 - - - - - -
Louie testSeq 456 40 39 42 38 - 39
Casper testSeq 4377 350 342 346 353 44 174
Table 4.2: The post-processing stage focused on the same five motions for five dogs in the set.
This table displays the number of frames for the 4K RGB cameras and Kinect cameras. The
number of frames for every 4K camera in a particular sequence is constant. For each of the
dogs in Dog1-Dog5, the same five motions are provided. A separate arbitrary test sequence is
also provided. For the test dogs, Dog6 and Dog7, only a test sequence is provided.
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Figure 4-12: The structure of the dataset
The file organisation of the dataset of the five dogs is shown in Figure 4-12. Each Dog XX
contains a folder for each motion, a meta folder and a calibration folder.
• Meta: the meta folder contains global information about the dog. Meta/mesh contains
the triangulated mesh of the dog in a neutral position and the associated weights required
for linear blend skinning. Meta/markers contains information about the labelling markers
such as each marker ID and the relationship between markers in the set. Meta/skeleton
contains the neutral skeleton of the dog, as a .bvh file, and the pre-rotation and pre-
translation values as used in Vicon Shogun.
• Calibration: Each folder contains the calibration for each camera in the Sony and Kinect
systems. Intrinsic, extrinsic and distortion parameters are provided.
• Motion XX: the data for each specified motion is separated into folders. Data for each
modality is stored in a specific folder.
– Motion XX/mocap: this contains the 3D marker and skeleton data in world space
as produced by Vicon Shogun.
– Motion XX/sony: for each camera, the raw images, the silhouette masks as gen-
erated from the posed dog mesh, the timestamp for each image, the bounding box
of the dog in each image, and the projected marker and skeleton joint positions are
included. An example of this information is illustrated in Figure 4-11.
– Motion XX/kinect depth: this contains the reconstructed depth points, along with
the information listed for the Sony cameras.
– Motion XX/kinect rgb: this contains the same information as described for the
Sony cameras.
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4.3 Shape Model Creation
As a variety of dog breeds were recorded, this data could be used in the creation of a dog shape
model. The aim of the shape model created in this section is to produce both the neutral mesh
and neutral skeleton of a dog e.g. vertex positions and joint transformations. Experiments were
performed to determine the best representation of data for the model, in order to produce results
which most accurately represented the data in the dataset. An artist created 11 dog meshes and
details will be given on how this set is extended with a combination of photogrammetry scans
of real dogs and laser scans of toy dogs. Finally, the data normalisation process used when
building the model will be described.
4.3.1 Data Representation
In Linear Blend Skinning, the “bind pose” of the dog is treated as the starting point for all
mesh transformations. All poses created by the movement of the bones in the skeleton, in
combination with the skinning weights matrix, are applied as an offset to this neutral mesh. In
this dataset, the bind pose of each dog is the dog standing in its neutral position: an example
of this is shown in the top left image of Figure 4-13. This pose is slightly different in each dog
across in the set.
In experiments carried out, building a shape PCA model from the neutral mesh and neutral
skeleton produced instances where it was possible for some joints in the model-generated
skeleton to be positioned outside of the generated mesh. To address this, each dog is posed
such that all joints, with the exception of the shoulders and hips, lie along one of two axes, an
example of the resulting skeleton and mesh is shown in the bottom left image of Figure 4-13.
This has the effect of ensuring joints generated by the model lie within the mesh, and this will
be referred to as the “flat” pose.
However, if the shape model is created using the mesh and bone translation information of the
dogs in a “flat” pose, then each generated dog is in this same pose, and as such, the “flat” skele-
ton and mesh will be treated as the bind/neutral pose of the dog. Moving the “flat” skeleton
back into a standing, neutral pose of the generated dog introduces obvious skinning artefacts
in the transformed mesh, as seen in the bottom middle column of Figure 4-13. If the joint rota-
tions used to pose the “flat” skeleton into the neutral skeleton are known, then given the neutral
mesh, the corresponding “flat” mesh can be calculated using a system of linear equations. This
calculated “flat” mesh is shown in the top right column in Figure 4-13 and when posed back
into the neutral position, produces the neutral mesh for the dog without any skinning artefacts
(as can be seen in the bottom right column of Figure 4-13).
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Figure 4-13: The importance of neutral poses for LBS. Let each image on the top row be
the neutral mesh and neutral pose of the skeleton, with each image underneath being a posed
configuration of the skeleton and the resulting mesh. The aim of this section is to create a
shape model from dogs in a “flat” pose, such that transforming the model-generated skeleton
and mesh into a standing, neutral position produces the dog such as that in the top left image.
From the left, column 1: The mesh of each dog is created in the neutral position. Posing
this skeleton into the “flat” pose produces the appropriate mesh. Column 2: if the “flat mesh
from column 1 is set as the neutral pose, turning the dog’s pose back into a standing position
produces skinning artefacts at the neck and legs, highlighted in red. Column 3: Calculating an
altered “flat” mesh results in the correct mesh being produced by the skeleton when the dog is
posed into a standing position. The shape model is built with this altered mesh.
Therefore, for each dog, the corresponding new “flat” mesh is calculated, and this is used as
the mesh representation of that dog in the model. This is combined with the joint positions of
the “flat” pose, and the joint rotations required to pose the “flat” skeleton back into the neutral,
standing skeleton. The data normalisation process is described in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.2 Extending the Dataset
An artist created the neutral meshes for 11 dogs in the dataset, with identical skinning weights.
In order to extend the number of meshes, laser scans of toy dogs and photogrammetry scans
of real dogs are included. The toy dogs are made by Schleich and are referred to as the “most
realistic [figurines] of the major manufacturers” [166]. They were scanned using the Artic
Space Spider [167]. Photogrammetry scans of real dogs were bought from the now-defunct
webstore Snaptank [135]. For these scans, animals are placed in a photogrammetry rig con-
taining over 100 cameras, with the average image resolution being 8K. Meshes and texture
were reconstructed using Agisoft Photoscan [133] and slightly edited using Zbrush [136], a
digital sculpting tool.
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The resulting meshes have a different topology to those in the dataset and represent the dog in a
pose other than the neutral pose. The first step is to register the template dog mesh to the mesh
of a scanned dog. Wrap [?], a non-rigid ICP software package, is used to do this registration.
In order to achieve accurate registration, a manual process is carried out prior to using Wrap. In
this, Autodesk Maya [155] is initially used to roughly scale the bones in the template skeleton
and pose the bones to best align the template mesh with the scanned mesh. Manually selected
landmarks common to both meshes are utilised by Wrap in order to guide registration.
Creating a Joint Regressor
Similar to Zuffi et al. [8], a joint regressor is created which produces the 3D locations of the
joints in the skeleton for a given mesh. This regressor is a sparse matrix of weights, where
each row represents a vertex, and each column represents a joint and sums to one. Applying
the weights of column j in the regressor produces the location of joint j in the skeleton.
Using the five motions from the five dogs, the mesh and joint locations for each frame are
extracted, along with the mirrored version of each frame. This is combined with the mesh and
joint locations of the 11 dogs created for the shape model and their “flat” pose. This produces
over 8,000 frames of input data.
The regressor is created using Matlab’s lsqnonneg. For each column cj in the regressor matrix,
let C be the 3D locations in all the meshes of the vertices that are affected by the skinning
matrix entry of joint j and d be the locations of joint j in all the skeletons. The aim is to find
the weights x = min
x
‖C · x− d‖22, where x ≥ 0. lsqnonneg constrains the solution for x, such
that no negative weights are produced, and the sum of x is one.
In these experiments, the sum of x was 1 ± 0.004. Let jReg by the final matrix produced by
lsqnonneg, and jRegnorm be the version of jReg where each x has been ensured to sum to 1.
It was then found the mean distance between the joints produced by jReg and those produced
by jRegnorm to be approximately 1mm.
Transforming Meshes into a Common Pose
Once the template mesh has been registered to the scan using Wrap, the joint regressor is
applied to the registered mesh in order produce more accurate joint locations to those produced
as a result of posing the skeleton in Maya. The bone lengths of the skeleton based on these
regressed locations are calculated, averaging the length of the bones on the left and right side
of the body to ensure symmetry. Since the dog is in a posed position, its specific neutral pose
is unknown. It is then assumed that the dog’s neutral pose is that of the template dog, creating
a skeleton where the bone lengths are that of the scanned dog, with the pose of the neutral
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Figure 4-14: From left, 1: To obtain data of additional dog shapes for the shape model,
biologically-accurate toy animals are scanned using an Artec 3D scanner. 2: The template
mesh is registered to the scan and joint positions are obtained using a joint regressor. Joints
are displayed in red and bones in blue. 3: IK is used to fit a skeleton to these joint locations
and transform the mesh back to its neutral position. This can produce artefacts in the mesh,
especially at the ears and base of the tail. 4: Finally, the distances in centimetres between
the re-posed neutral mesh with the original registered mesh (bottom left) are shown. Both
meshes have been scaled such that the neutral skeleton is the average height for the dog breed
in question.
dog. An Inverse Kinematics (IK) algorithm is used to pose this new skeleton in order to align
the joints with those produced by the joint regressor. Once the pose has been determined, the
neutral mesh of the dog can be calculated using systems of linear equations, as described in
Section 4.3.1. A slight Laplacian smoothing operation is applied to the ears section of the
mesh, in order to remove extreme artefacts. Finally, the mesh is ensured to be symmetric by
averaging the value of each vertex with its paired vertex on the opposite side of the sagittal
plane.
Artefacts in the ears and base of the tail are common in the calculated neutral meshes. For some
breeds of dogs, the ears lie flat against the head. In such cases, the scan will not create any
vertices for the inside of the ears and obtaining an accurate alignment during the registration
process is difficult. Manual sculpting tools may be needed to address this. Likewise, the base
of the tail usually lies against the rump of the dog, creating a similar scenario as the ears. These
artefacts can be seen in the third image in Figure 4-14.
Applying the IK solve to the neutral skeleton reproduces the original posed mesh of the scanned
dog, as can be seen in the final image in Figure 4-14. In some cases, the joints of the dog appear
to lie outside of the posed mesh. There are several possible reasons for this: (1) it is possible
that the skeleton of a toy dog is not symmetrical. The toy needs to be able to balance in its
given pose, so bone lengths may be adjusted to shift the centre of gravity. (2) The registered
mesh can contain errors. For example, if vertex v is expected to lie exactly on the centre of
the knee when its resulting location is actually below the knee, this will add an error to the
location of the knee joint. (3) Human errors can be introduced in the manual registration step.
An automatic method of mesh registration, such as that used to create the SMAL model [8],
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may produce a more accurate registration.
Finally, with the neutral mesh of the scanned dog calculated, the scale of the mesh must be
determined in order for it to be the same scale space as the artist-created meshes. For each breed
of dog, their typical height is found [168] (for cross-breeds, an attempt is made to determine
the most prominent single breed). This is measured from the ground to the dogs’ withers. The
height of the newly-calculated neutral skeleton is represented as the distance along the up-axis
from the left toe to the left shoulder of the skeleton. The dog is scaled accordingly, setting
height of the skeleton to the mean height for the given dog breed.
4.3.3 Data Normalisation
As previously stated, the data for the PCA shape model consists of the mesh where the “flat”
pose is the bind pose, the location of the joints in this “flat” pose, and the joint rotations to
recover the standing, neutral skeleton. This data is normalised before creating the PCA model.
The root of each dog skeleton is located at the world origin. For all vertices in the set of dog
meshes, the minimum and maximum values are found in the x-, y- and z-axes. These extremes
define a [-1, -1, -1] to [1, 1, 1] cube in 3D space and each mesh and set of joints is scaled with
respect to the minimum and maximum values previously found in order to lie within this cube.
Joint rotations are represented as unit quaternions. Each joint is constrained to its degree of
freedom, e.g. a hinge joint such as a knee has two axes of rotation removed. The mesh, joints
translations and rotations are combined into a single matrix, which is normalised to have a
mean of zero and variance of one. The PCA model is then created from this matrix.
With the 11 artist-created meshes, three toy scans, and four photogrammetry scans, this pro-
vides 18 dogs for the shape model. The data represented by the first four principal components
of the model is displayed in Figure 4-16. Two possible models are produced. In the first,
the model generates the adjusted “flat” bind pose mesh, joint positions of the skeleton in the
“flat” pose, and joint rotations of the neutral pose. In the second, the model generates the same
adjusted mesh and joint positions but contains no joint rotation information.
4.4 Pose Model Creation
This work focuses on five motions (walk, trot, jump, table, poles) from five dogs when creating
the pose models. Initially, the skeleton had 95 degrees of freedom, but it was decided to
exclude the ears from the model. As they are made of soft tissue, they are mostly influenced
by the velocity of the dog, rather than the pose of other body parts. This reduces the skeleton
to 83 degrees of freedom. The translation of the shoulders is defined with respect to their rest
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Figure 4-15: All 18 meshes used to create the shape model, as viewed from the front and above.
Each dog is given a colour for identification. The first eleven meshes have been created by an
artist, the next four are purchased photogrammetry scans and the final three are scanned toy
dogs. Axes dimensions are shown in centimetres.
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Figure 4-16: PCA space showing the data produced by the first four principal components, two
standard deviations away from the mean. The mean shape is displayed in the centre of each
group of dogs. The thickness of each arrow determines the component order. Top left: the
model produces the adjusted bind pose mesh, bone translations and bone rotations of the neutral
pose. Top right: the model produces the adjusted bind pose mesh and bone translations only.
Bottom: the data representation of shape space of components [1,2] (left) and components [3,4]
(right). Each dog is represented as the same unique colour across the two plots. The ellipses
are plotted at two standard deviations away from the mean, with the blue asterisks showing
the coordinates used to generate the dogs on the left. The graphs for the space of both shape
models are visually identical.
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position and their extreme values across all sequences. Bone rotations are represented as unit
quaternions and reduced in dimension if possible. These rotations are defined with respect to
the dog’s neutral pose and in local coordinate space. When building a model of more than one
dog, the rotations can either be defined with respect to each dog’s neutral pose or to a common
neutral pose across all dogs. Figure 4-17 shows the effect of both of these neutral poses when
creating a model of the left front leg of the dog.
In order to reduce the number of frames included in the training set S, frames that contain sim-
ilar poses are removed. The similarity of two quaternions is calculated using the dot product,
and the sum of results for all bones in the skeleton is calculated to give the final similarity value.
Given a candidate pose, the similarity between it and all poses in S is calculated. If the mini-
mum value for all calculations is above a threshold, the candidate pose is added to S. Setting
the similarity threshold to 0.1 reduces the number of frames in a sequence by approximately
50-66%. Finally, the data matrix is constructed from S and normalised.
Figure 4-18 shows examples of 2D PCA models that can be built from a single dog when
focusing either on a single limb, or the entire skeleton of the dog.
4.5 Conclusions
The steps required to create a multi-modal dataset of canine shape and motion have been de-
scribed. Experiments were performed to determine the best method for securing markers onto
a dog. The dataset was created in partnership with a local animal shelter, who provided ex-
pertise in dog behaviour and handling, along with the dogs themselves. In total, 16 dogs were
recorded, consisting of 14 different pure breeds and cross-breeds. Attempts were made for
each dog to produce motions which are most representative of the species and are comparable
across all dogs in the dataset. The process of solving for the dog skeleton when given data from
the reflective markers was described and the difficulties that arise when using motion-capture
software, which has been optimised for human subjects, for animal subjects were noted. The
methods in which scans of toy dogs and photogrammetry scans of real dogs were integrated
into the shape model were described, enabling the model to contain information of more breeds
than those provided by the animal shelter. Finally, a description was provided of a method for
preparing the motion data for use in the desired type of pose model.
As a result of creating this dataset, a large collection of varied dog motion data is now available
for use, along with the neutral meshes of various dog breeds. While the use of motion-capture
suits results in RGB images of dogs which differ to dogs in their natural condition, it is an
effective method for the task of acquiring ground-truth skeleton data. Double the number of
images can be produced for each camera by mirroring the data with respect to each camera
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Figure 4-17: An example of the 2D PCA models that can be built from the motion of the left
front leg of a dog. The left column contains information from the walk sequence only, while
the right column contains the information from the five sequences: walk, trot, jump, walk over
poles, step on/off table. The first row is the data from a single dog, where each colour represents
a different motion. The second row is the data from five dogs, where the rotations are defined
with respect to each dog’s individual neutral pose. The final row is the data from five dogs,
where the rotations are defined with respect to a common neutral pose. In rows two and three,
each colour represents a different dog. Models were built from unique poses in the sequences,
and mirrored poses were not included in these examples. Lines connect each successive frame
in a sequence.
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Figure 4-18: An example of the skeleton-driven meshes produced by PCA models. Top: a 2D
PCA model built from the pose of the left leg for all motions of a single dog. Bottom: a 2D
PCA model from the pose of the entire skeleton for all motions of a single dog
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view. This produces a dataset the size of which is sufficient for use in techniques such as
neural networks and GANs. The next chapter will focus on using the assembled dataset in




Quadruped Pose Estimation from
RGB-D Images
Chapter 3 described the initial experiments where a pose prior model is used to reduce the
dimensionality of the search space when fitting a posed mesh to point cloud data. The point
clouds can be obtained using multi-view reconstruction or depth images. This prior model is
created from the skeleton rotations in an animation sequence. Each set of rotations generated
by the model manipulates the skeleton into a pose, which in turn manipulates the surface mesh
of the animal into that pose. The point cloud data was either real-world data manually cleaned
or clean synthetic data and the shape and size of the animal were known, thus reducing the
difficulty of the problem.
To address the issue of noisy point clouds and estimating the shape of the animal in addition to
the pose, Chapter 4 described the process of creating a multi-modal dataset of canine shape and
pose. This resulted in a sufficient amount of data collected with many potential uses. Details
were given of an example of a potential shape model that could be created, along with several
examples of pose models. This data will now be leveraged in the task of predicting canine
shape and pose from the images recorded by a Microsoft Kinect, as described in this chapter.
5.1 Introduction
The automatic extraction of animal pose from images is of interest in a range of scientific
fields of research, for example, behavioural and gait analysis, and in the entertainment industry,
among others. Most work to date predicts animal pose from RGB images. However, due to
the difficult nature of obtaining training data, no ground-truth dataset of 3D animal motion
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Figure 5-1: This chapter presents a system to predict the skeleton pose of a dog from RGB-D
images. If the size and shape of the dog are unknown, an estimation is provided. Displayed
here are frames [4,7,13,18,23] of a Kinect sequence, showing 2D projection, 3D skeleton and
skinned mesh as produced by the pipeline.
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is publicly available and as a result, these methods cannot be quantitatively evaluated. This
chapter focuses on the problem of dog pose estimation from RGB-D images, recorded using
the Microsoft Kinect v2, simultaneously obtaining the ground-truth skeleton via the Vicon
motion-capture system. This Vicon data is used to generate a dataset of synthetic RGB-D
images used to train a stacked hourglass network to predict the 3D locations of skeleton joints
from a given RGB-D image. A pose-prior model of bone rotations constrains the network
output. The pipeline is evaluated on both synthetic and real Kinect images, and the results are
compared with a previously published method. Finally, despite the training set consisting only
of dog data, visual inspection implies that the trained network can produce good predictions
for images of other species of quadrupeds when their pose is similar to that contained in the
training set.
Figure 5-2: Overview of the network section of the pipeline, where a red outline denotes the
starting point for the training and testing stage. In the training stage, a synthetic dataset is
generated from dog-motion data. A pair of images are rendered for each frame; depth im-
ages are rendered using the Kinect model of InteriorNet [99] and silhouette masks rendered
using OpenGL. In the testing stage, the RGB Kinect image is used to generate a mask of the
dog, which is then applied to the depth Kinect image and fed into the network. The network
produces a set of 2D heatmaps from which the 2D and 3D joint locations are extracted
Neural networks currently achieve the best results for human pose estimation [15]. They re-
quire training data from large-scale datasets, many of which are available for human pose
estimation, providing 2D and/or 3D annotations [113, 62, 115, 107]. However, there are cur-
rently no datasets of animals available on the same scale with respect to the number of samples
and annotations. A small number of datasets of 2D animal pose annotation exist and although
useful for many tasks, are insufficient by themselves to train effective network architectures
with the accuracy of human pose and joint estimation [7, 9]. While some RGB datasets in-
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Figure 5-3: Overview of the refinement section of the pipeline, showing the steps taken when
the dog’s neutral body shape is unknown (top) and known (bottom). For an unknown shape,
the point cloud from the depth image is used to initialise the scale of the network-predicted dog
and a PCA model is used to predict body shape from the dog’s bone lengths. The H-GPLVM
is used to estimate an initial rough pose of the dog skeleton and therefore, the resulting mesh,
with the mesh normals then used to refine the mesh/point cloud alignment. The scale of the
network-predicted dog is refined, the PCA model produces the final shape prediction, and the
H-GPVLM fully fits the skinned dog mesh to the point cloud. When the dog shape is known,
these PCA prediction steps are not required.
clude animal data in the form of segmentation labels, etc. [99, 169, 123], these do not contain
skeletal annotations. Manual annotation of human joint positions is possible due to the anno-
tator’s familiarity with the configuration of the human skeleton. Extensive training and time
would be required to achieve the same accuracy in images of animals, with large prediction er-
rors still to be expected. Therefore, the work in this chapter involves utilising the dog skeleton
produced by the Vicon system to generate a large synthetic dataset, generating the 2D and 3D
joint annotations in the process.
Predicting animal pose from a single viewpoint is a difficult problem; self-occlusion of limbs
is frequent, there is a large diversity in both overall size and skeleton shape across the species,
and long fur can disguise the pose of the animal. Using RGB images for pose prediction may
be insufficient, as many animals have evolved to blend into their environment and similarly-
coloured limbs can result in ambiguities. Conversely, depth images do not rely on texture
information and have the additional advantage of providing surface information. This surface
information can be exploited when predicting joint positions. Specifically, the Microsoft Kinect
v2 is chosen as the depth sensor for the following work, due to its wide availability and the
established area of research associated with the device.
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Although Doersch and Zisserman [170] have shown that standard neural networks trained with
synthetic RGB images alone suffer from low accuracy when tested on real-world images, this
has been found not to be the case with RGB-D images [171, 172]. In order to provide real-
istically noisy images as training data to the network, images were rendered using the Kinect
sensor model of Li et al. [10]. Details of the dataset generation process are provided in Sec-
tion 5.2.3. Despite training the network with purely synthetic images, high accuracy rates are
achieved when tested on real depth images, as discussed in Section 5.3.2.
In addition to this, it was found that training the network with images of dogs only still allowed
it to produce plausible results on similarly rendered synthetic of other species of quadrupeds
such as a horse and lion, the results of which can be seen in Figure 5-12.
The joint locations predicted by deep networks may contain errors. In particular, they do not
guarantee that the estimated bone lengths remain constant throughout a sequence of images of
the same animal. Sometimes, they may generate physically impossible poses. To address these
limitations, a prior is adopted on the joint pose configurations.
In previous work, PCA models have been shown as an efficient method of modelling shape
parameters [3, 8]. However, when creating a model for pose parameters, PCA was found to be
unsuited to non-linear skeleton joint rotations of the dogs. For example, poses could be pro-
duced by the model where limbs intersect the body. In contrast, a Gaussian Process Latent Vari-
able Model (GPLVM) by Lawrence and Moore [14] can be used to represent high-dimensional
non-linear data in lower dimensions along with a value of likelihood for each predicted pose.
The Hierarchical-GPLVM [16] enables the exploitation of the skeleton structure in the data.
This H-GPLVM is trained on the Range of Motion sequences of the dogs. H-GPLVM has been
used previously in pose estimation in monocular RGB images by Andriluka et al. [173].
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Overview
The pipeline consists of two stages; a prediction stage and a refinement stage. In the prediction
stage, a stacked hourglass network by Newell et al. [90] predicts a set of 2D heatmaps for
a given depth image. From these, 3D joint positions are reconstructed. In order to train the
network, skeleton motion data was recorded from five dogs performing the same five actions
using the Vicon optical system (Section 5.2.2). These skeletons are used to drive a mesh of
the respective dog which are then rendered as RGB-D images by a Kinect model to generate
a large synthetic training dataset (Section 5.2.3). More details are provided about the network
training data and explain 3D joint reconstruction from heatmaps in Section 5.2.4.
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In the refinement stage, a H-GPLVM [16] trained on skeleton joint rotations is used to constrain
the predicted 3D joint positions (Section 5.2.5). The resulting skeleton can animate a mesh,
which can then be aligned to the depth image points to further refine the global transformation
of the root of the skeleton. The results of the pipeline are compared with the method of Biggs
et al. [7] and evaluated against ground-truth joint positions in synthetic and real images in
Section 5.3. A diagram describing the prediction section of the pipeline is shown in Figure
5-2, and the refinement section in Figure 5-3.
5.2.2 Animal Motion Data Collection
As no 3D dog motion data is available for research, this was first addressed in Chapter 4. As
detailed in Section 4.2.2, a local rescue centre provided 16 dogs for recording. Of these 16
dogs, five dogs that covered a wide range of shape and size were focused on during the post-
processing stage of generating the dataset. The same five actions were chosen for each dog for
the training/validation set, with an additional arbitrary test sequence also chosen for testing. In
addition to these five dogs, two dogs were used to evaluate the pipeline and were not included
in the training set. These dogs are the first seven dogs in the top two rows in Figure 4-1.
5.2.3 Synthetic RGB-D Data Generation
To create realistic Kinect images, the process from InteriorNet [10] is followed. Given a 3D
model of a dog within a virtual environment, unique infrared dot patterns are modelled and
projected onto the objects, and dense depth is further achieved using stereo reconstruction. This
process is presumed to retain most of the characteristics of Kinect imaging system including
depth shadowing and occlusion. A comparison of real versus synthetic Kinect images is shown
in Figure 5-4.
Up to 30 synthetic cameras are used to generate the images for each dog, with the intrinsic
parameters taken from InteriorNet. The position of these cameras can be seen in Figure 5-5.
The 3D locations of the 43 joints in the dog skeleton are defined in camera space J3Dcam ∈
R43×3 and the 2D joint locations, J2Dfull ∈ R43×2 are their corresponding projected values
in the synthetic image. Only images where all joints in J2Dfull are within the image bounds
were included in the dataset. The corresponding binary masks were created using the same
camera parameters as those used to generate the synthetic Kinect images and are rendered
using OpenGL. The images are shaped to fit the network inputs by following the steps outlined
in Algorithm 6, producing an image 256× 256 pixels in size.
The bounding box of the transformed 256 × 256 image and the bounding box of the origi-
nal mask are used to calculate the scale and translation required to transform the dog in the
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Figure 5-4: A comparison of a sequence of real Kinect v2 images (top) with those produced
by InteriorNet [10] (bottom), where all images have been normalised. In this comparison,
the camera used to generate the images has default model intrinsic parameters, with the same
extrinsic parameters as the real Kinect.
Algorithm 6: Transform RGB-D image for network input
Calculate dog bounding box from binary mask;
Apply mask to RGB-D image;
Crop the image to the bounding box;
Make the image square by adding rows/columns in a symmetric fashion;
Scale the image to be 256× 256 pixels;
Add padding to the image bringing the size to 293× 293 pixels and rescale the image to
256× 256 pixels;
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256 × 256 image back to its position in the original full-size RGB-D image. This scale
and translation are stored for use later in the pipeline when reconstructing 3D joint loca-
tions from the network output. J2Dfull are also transformed using Algorithm 6, producing
J2D256 ∈ R43×2. Finally, the z-component in J3Dcam is added as the z-component in J2D256,
giving J3D256 ∈ R43×3. The x- and y- components of J3D256 lie in the range [0,255]. The
z-component is transformed to lie in the same range by using Algorithm 7. In Algorithm 7,
two assumptions are made:
1. The root of the skeleton lies within a distance of 8 metres from the camera which is the
maximum distance detected by a Kinect v2 [174]
2. Following the accompanying code of Sun et al. [175], the remainder of the joints are
defined as offsets from the root joint, normalised to lie within ± two metres. This is to
allow the algorithm to scale to large animals such as horses, etc.
Algorithm 7: Normalising joint depth (in millimetres) for network input to lie within a
256× 256 image. The root is normalised to be within 8000mm of the Kinect, the working
distance of the depth sensor, while other joints are defined within a 2000mm cube of the
root to allow the pipeline to scale to large animals. Valid pixel locations lie within the range
[0,255].
rootJoint = J3D256[0];
for j ∈ J3D256 do
if j == rootJoint then
rootJointDepth = j[3];
j[3] = (min(j[3], 8000)/8000) ∗ 255;
else
j[3] = (j[3]− rootJointDepth)/2000;
j[3] = max(min(j[3], 1),−1);
j[3] = (j[3] ∗ (255/2)) + (255/2);
The size of the dataset is doubled by using the mirrored version of these images, giving a
total number of approximately 650,000 images in the training set and 180,000 images in the
validation set.
An overview of all steps in data generation can be seen in the “Train” section of Figure 5-2
5.2.4 Skeleton Pose Prediction Network
Given an input image, the network produces a set of 129 heatmaps H ∈ R129×64×64. Each
joint j in the dog skeleton is associated with 3 heatmaps: {hjXY , hjY Z , hjXZ} ∈ R64×64, rep-
resenting the xy-, yz- and xz-coordinates of j respectively. In order to produce the heatmaps
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Figure 5-5: The locations of the cameras used to render synthetic Kinect images as viewed
from the top-down (top) and from the side (bottom). The location of the eight or ten 4K RGB
cameras used to record each dog were assigned to virtual cameras (shown in green), along
with 20 generated cameras (shown in blue). Each square in the grid represents 1 metre in
width/height/depth.
required to train the network, J3D256 are transformed into 64 × 64 image coordinates, repre-
senting the centres of the 2D gaussians contained within the heatmaps. Let J3D64 ∈ R43×3 be
these transformed coordinates, where J3D64 = floor(J3D256/4). 2D gaussians are generated
in the heatmaps centred at the xy-, yz- and xz-coordinates of J3D64, with a standard deviation
of one pixel.
Inspired by Biggs et al. [7], symmetric joints along the sagittal plane of the animal (i.e. the
legs and ears) produce multi-model heatmaps. This was chosen due to the high frequency of
self-occlusion when recording the dogs. Let these joint pairs be referred to as jp1 and jp2.
The heatmaps produced for joint jp1 have a peak of 75% of the original heatmaps of the joint,
combined with 25% of the peak in the heatmaps of the paired joint to jp2 and vice versa.
The neural network used in the pipeline is a 2-stacked hourglass network by Newell et al.
[90]. This particular network was chosen as the successive stages of down-sampling and up-
scaling allow the combination of features at various scales. By observing the image at global
and local scales, the global rotation of the subject can be more easily determined, and the
relationship between joints can be utilised to produce more accurate predictions. The network
is implemented using PyTorch, based on code provided by Yang [176]. RMSprop is used as
the optimiser, with a learning rate of 0.0025 and batch size 6. The loss function is the mean
squared error (MSE) between the ground truth and network-generated heatmaps. Let HGT be










3D Pose Regression from 2D Joint Locations
Given the network-generated heatmaps, the value of J3D64 first needs to be determined. Each
joint j is associated with 3 heatmaps: {hjXY , hjY Z , hjXZ}. For joints with unimodal heatmaps,
the heatmap with the highest peak from the set of {hjXY , hjY Z , hjXZ} determines the value of
two of the three coordinates, with the remaining coordinate taken from the heatmap with the
second-highest peak.
For joints with multi-modal heatmaps, this step is repeated referring first to the highest peak in
the three heatmaps, and then to the second-highest peak. This process results in two potential
joint locations for all joints that form a symmetric pair (jp1, jp2). If the XY position of the
predicted coordinate of jp1 is within a threshold of the XY position of jp2, it is assumed that
the network has erroneously predicted the same position for both joints. In this case, the joint
with the highest confidence retains this coordinate, and the remaining joint is assigned its next
most likely joint.
Once J3D64 has been determined, the coordinates are transformed into J3D256. Prior to this
step, as in Newell et al. [90], a quarter pixel offset is applied to the values in J3D64. It is
first determined, within a 4-pixel neighbourhood of each predicted joint, the location of the
neighbour with the highest value. This location dictates the direction of the offset applied. The
authors note that the addition of this offset increases the joint-prediction precision. Finally,
J3D64 is scaled to fit a 256× 256 image, resulting in J3D256.
The image scale and translation as calculated in Algorithm 6 is used to transform the xy-
coordinates of J3D256 into J2Dfull.s To calculate the depth in camera-space for each joint in
J3D256, Algorithm 7 is inverted and applied. J2Dfull is transformed into J3Dcam using the
depth in camera-space of each predicted joint and the intrinsic parameters of the camera.
5.2.5 Pose Prior Model
A H-GPLVM [16] is used to model the motion data, in the form of rotations for all joints and
translations for the shoulder joints, allowing for the exploitation of the skeleton structure of the
data. The creation of the data matrix used to create the model is identical to that outlined in
Section 4.4, with mirrored poses also included when creating this matrix. Back constraints are
used when optimising the H-GPLVM, which has the effect of locating similar poses in close
proximity to each other in the manifold. The structure of the model is shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-6: The structure of the H-GPLVM used in the pipeline. Each node takes the coor-
dinates X as input and generates the joint rotations (and translation, if applicable) Y for the
bones with the corresponding colour.
While the H-GPLVM performed the worse in all tests in Chapter 3, I believe this was due to:
1. the test motion of the animal was very similar to that motion used to create the models
2. fitting to point cloud data, rather than joint location, caused the H-GPLVM to be partic-
ularly susceptible to local minima
Since the PCA and GPLVM models produce an entire skeleton for a single model coordindate,
this meant that the poses the models were capable of producing were a close match to the test
poses in Chapter 3. However if the test pose was very different to those poses used to create
the PCA and GPLVM models, the models would be unable to find a pose that closely matches
the test pose. In contrast, through the use of the H-GPLVM, the generated skeleton is capable
of moving only certain bones while keeping the others unaffected. As a result, it can produce
a wider range of poses than the PCA and GPLVM models. I felt that this wide range would be
essential in the refinement stage of the pipeline.
The identification of each joint predicted by the network and each joint generated by the model
is known and as such, matches between each pair of joints is known to be correct. In contrast,
the matches between the mesh surface and reconstructed point cloud data in Chapter 3 had to
be approximated and matches could not be guaranteed to be correct. Tests were performed,
with details given in Section 5.3.5, which show indeed that the H-GPVLM performed better
or as well as several possible GPLVM models. PCA models were not tested due to their linear
nature, in that they can produce illegal poses as the distance between the coordinate in the
model space and the training data increases.
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Fitting the H-GPLVM to Predicted Joints
During the process of fitting the H-GPLVM to the network-predicted joints, each of these joints
is assigned a weight. These weights are used by the model to determine which joints have more
importance when evaluating the predicted skeleton given the input skeleton.
Initially the weights were based on the value of the peak of the heatmaps as produced by the
network, wn. At this stage in the refinement process, the neutral skeleton of the dog has been
either provided by the user or predicted by the PCA shape model, details of which will be given
in Section 5.3.3. As such, the length of each bone in the dog skeleton is known. A second set
of weights wd were based on the difference of the bone lengths of this known skeleton, and the
raw skeleton produced by the network (i.e. by connecting the joints produced by the network).
During tests where different combinations of wn and wd were used, it was found that wd alone
produced better results.
A second set of manually-created weights were combined withwd. As the ears are not included
in the model, a weight of 0 is given to the ear tips, and 0.1 given to the base of the ears, in
order to slightly influence head rotation. The spine was given high weights to given the center
of the dog skeleton a large influence during the fitting process. The rest of joints are also
assigned weights which increase as their distance along the kinematic chain from the spinal
cord increases. A visual representation of these weights are shown in Figure 5-7.
To find the initial coordinate in the root node of the model, k-means clustering is used to
sample N potential model coordinates. Keeping the root translation fixed, the rotation which
minimises the Euclidean distance between the network-predicted and model-generated sets of
joints is found. The pose and rotation with the smallest error are chosen as the initial values
for the next optimisation step.
Remaining in the root node of the model, the H-GPLVM coordinate and root rotation is refined,
with the root translation remaining fixed. In this stage, joint projection error is included, as it
was found this helped with pose estimation if the network gave a plausible 2D prediction, but
noisy 3D prediction. The vector generated by the root node of the model provides the initial
coordinates of the nodes further along the tree of the model. All leaf nodes of the model, root
rotation and root translation are then optimised simultaneously.
During the fitting process, the optimisation function seeks to minimise the distance between
joint locations predicted by the network and those in the H-GPLVM-generated skeleton. Equa-
tion 5.2 defines the loss function used and is minimised using Matlab’s fmincon. Here, B is the
number of joints in the skeleton, J = [j1, ..., jb] is the set of predicted joint locations from the
network, Γ = [γ1, ..., γb] is the set of weights associated with each joint, Φ is the perspective
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Figure 5-7: Each joint is assigned a weight in order to help the model fit to the network-
generated joints. Joints on the spine have the largest weight, while the ears are given a low
weight in order to only slightly influence head pose.
projection function and λ is the influence of 2D information when fitting the model. Let X be
the set of N-dimensional coordinates for the given node(s) of the H-GPLVM and F () be the
function that takes the set X , root rotation R, root translation tr, shoulder translations ts, and
produces a set of 3D joints.
L(X,R, tr, ts) =
B∑
b=1
γb ‖jb − F (X,R, tr, ts)b‖+ λ
B∑
b=1
γb ‖Φ(jb)− Φ(F (X,R, tr, ts)b)‖ .
(5.2)
Fig. 5-3 shows the result of the process.
5.3 Evaluation and Results
In order to evaluate the system, canine shape and pose are predicted from a set of five test
sequences, one for each dog. Each sequence was chosen in order for the global orientation of
the dogs to cover a wide range, both side-views and foreshortened views, with their actions
consisting of a general walking/exploring motion. In each case, the predictions are compared
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to the ground-truth skeletons as obtained from a motion-capture system, as was described in
Section 5.2.2.
The results of the system are compared with Biggs et al. [7], whose method was applied to the
silhouette representations of the test sequences. This will be referred to as the BADJA result.
Two metrics are used to measure the accuracy of the system: Mean Per Joint Position Error
(MPJPE) and Probability of Correct Keypoint (PCK). MPJPE measures Euclidean distance and
is calculated after the roots of the two skeletons are aligned. A variant on this is PA MPJPE
which uses Procrustes Analysis to align the predicted skeleton with the ground-truth skeleton.
PCK describes the situation whereby the predicted joint is within a threshold from the true
value. The threshold is α×A, where A is the area of the image with non-zero pixel values. As
in Biggs et al. [7], α is set to 0.2. The values range from [0,1], where 1 means that all joints
are within the threshold. PCK can also be used for 3D prediction, as described by Mehta et al.
[177]. In this metric, the threshold is set to half the width of the person’s head. As the only
bone in the dog’s head available through the motion-capture process determines the length of
the bone, the threshold is set to one and each skeleton is scaled such that the head bone has a
length of two units. In order to compare the values of MPJPE and PCK 3D, PA PCK 3D is also
used, where the joints are aligned as in PA MPJPE, and then PCK 3D is calculated.
Due to the frequent occlusion of limbs of the dogs, the errors are reported in the following
groups:
• All: all joints in the skeleton
• Head: the joints contained in the neck and head
• Body: the joints contained in the spine and four legs
• Tail: the joints in the tail
Fig. 5-8 shows the configuration of the skeleton produced by the BAJDA results (left) and
dog skeleton as produced by the work in this chapter (right), which will be referred to as my
skeleton. The joints that belong to each group are highlighted.
The pipeline for each dog contains a separate neural network, H-GPLVM and shape model,
such that no data from that particular dog is seen by its corresponding models prior to testing.
5.3.1 Obtaining Ground Truth for BADJA Comparison
In order to compare results of the pipeline with BADJA [7], the ground-truth joints positions
of the SMAL skeleton, SSMAL, need to be calculated. This can be achieved by transforming
the mesh of each dog into the SMAL mesh and applying the BADJA joint regressor.
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Figure 5-8: The number of joints in each skeleton group when evaluating the predicted skele-
ton against the ground-truth skeleton. Left: the skeleton used by BADJA [7], and right: the
skeleton used in the pipeline. A joint belongs to a group if the two bones (if present) it connects
have the same colour.
Using WrapX [178], an off-the-shelf mesh registration software package, the neutral mesh of
the SMAL model is registered to the neutral mesh of each of the five dogs Ndog, producing the
NSMAL. The resulting mesh enables the representation of NSMAL as barycentric coordinates
in Ndog. Using these barycentric coordinates, given Ndog in a pose, Pdog, the corresponding
PSMAL is computed. The joint regressor then produces SSMAL from PSMAL, with 37 joints.
The duplicate root joint is removed, resulting in 36 joints.
The renderer of BADJA [7] mirrors the projection of the predicted skeleton SBADJA. This
means that for the 2D result, the identities of the joints on the left of SBADJA are swapped
with their corresponding paired joints on the right. In 3D space, SSMAL is mirrored with
respect to the camera. The 2D results of the pipeline and the BADJA method are shown in
Table 5.1.
For 3D comparison, the two skeletons SSMAL and SBADJA must be scaled such that the head
length of each skeleton is two units. scSMAL and scBADJA are the scales for each respective
skeleton and are applied. scSMAL is also applied to SGT , the original ground-truth skeleton,
even if this means that the head length of the resulting skeleton is slightly different from two
units. Finally, my predicted skeleton, SPRED is scaled to have the same head length as the
new SGT .
Table 5.2 contains the PA MPJPE and PA PCK 3D results for the two methods. These can
be compared to the MPJPE and PCK 3D results. For the pipeline described, the PA MPJPE
decreases the error by an average of 0.416 units and PA PCK 3D increases by 0.233 units.
For BADJA, the MPJPE PA decreases the error by an average of 1.557 units and PA PCK 3D
increases by 0.523 units. This means that performing Procrustes Analysis provides a better
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Figure 5-9: An example of results from BADJA [7] (left) and my results (right). The first
column of each 4-tuple is the ground-truth skeleton. The second column is the projection of
3D results. The third column is a side view of the 3D result as calculated in the PA MJPJE
error (with the ground-truth shown in a thinner line) and the fourth column is a top-down view.
fit for both methods, but more significantly in the BADJA result. This shows the difficulty
of determining the root rotation from a silhouette image alone, as is the case for the BADJA
method.
5.3.2 Applying the Pipeline to Real Kinect Footage
Running the network on real-world data involves the additional step of generating a mask for
the input image. The mask was generated from the RGB image, rather than the depth image,
for two reasons:
• RGB segmentation networks that are pre-trained to detect animals are readily available.
• The RGB image has a higher resolution than the depth image and contains less noise,
particularly when separating the dogs’ feet from the ground plane.
As such, the mask is generated from the RBG image before being transformed using a homog-
raphy matrix into depth-image coordinates.
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Dog Method Metric All Head Body Tail
Dog1
Ours
MPJPE 9.430 12.788 8.810 8.006
PCK 0.976 0.945 0.992 0.958
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 19.532 21.619 17.915 22.527
PCK 0.739 0.743 0.775 0.623
Dog2
Ours
MPJPE 11.333 9.098 10.703 15.536
PCK 0.986 1.000 1.000 0.927
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 12.154 13.163 8.553 22.458
PCK 0.977 1.000 0.965 0.993
Dog3
Ours
MPJPE 9.568 11.885 8.313 10.593
PCK 0.983 0.930 1.000 0.999
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 10.839 15.203 10.597 7.235
PCK 0.939 0.933 0.932 0.966
Dog4
Ours
MPJPE 11.757 12.968 11.700 10.723
PCK 0.965 0.980 0.995 0.859
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 24.936 20.964 29.222 15.439
PCK 0.746 0.829 0.639 0.999
Dog5
Ours
MPJPE 14.561 14.414 10.523 27.329
PCK 0.828 0.838 0.930 0.497
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 20.188 15.321 21.340 21.436
PCK 0.718 0.841 0.680 0.714
Table 5.1: 2D error results comparing the pipeline and that used in BADJA [7] on each of the
five dogs. Errors are reported relating to the full body or focussed body parts, as shown in
Figure 5-8
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Dog Method Metric All Head Body Tail
Dog1
Ours
MPJPE 0.471 0.382 0.527 0.385
PCK 0.936 0.984 0.915 0.955
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 0.976 0.993 1.002 0.879
PCK 0.665 0.607 0.685 0.661
Dog2
Ours
MPJPE 0.402 0.303 0.410 0.473
PCK 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 0.491 0.392 0.524 0.486
PCK 0.956 1.000 1.000 0.928
Dog3
Ours
MPJPE 0.381 0.403 0.385 0.344
PCK 0.988 0.966 0.992 0.999
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 0.610 0.843 0.617 0.356
PCK 0.866 0.707 0.874 1.000
Dog4
Ours
MPJPE 0.417 0.395 0.421 0.428
PCK 0.981 0.953 0.985 0.996
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 0.730 0.678 0.760 0.687
PCK 0.787 0.861 0.754 0.817
Dog5
Ours
MPJPE 0.746 0.542 0.748 0.944
PCK 0.790 0.925 0.787 0.664
BADJA[7]
MPJPE 0.997 0.763 1.107 0.885
PCK 0.692 0.794 0.658 0.694
Table 5.2: 3D error results as calculated using PA MPJPE and PA PCK 3D, comparing the
pipeline and that used in BADJA [7] on each of the five dogs. Errors are reported relating to
the full body or focussed body parts, as shown in Figure 5-8
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Figure 5-10: An example where Deeplab failed to detect a dog in the image (left), the mask as
detected by Mask R-CNN (centre) and the mask created by Deeplab initialised by the bounding
box from Mask R-CNN (right)
Two pre-trained networks are used to generate the mask: Mask R-CNN [11] and Deeplab [12].
Both were trained on the COCO dataset [99] and implemented in Tensorflow. During testing, it
was found that although Deeplab provided a more accurate mask than Mask R-CNN, it would
at times fail to detect any dog in the image, both when the dog is wearing a motion-capture
suit and when not. It would also fail to reliably separate the dog from its handler. In tests
carried out, Mask R-CNN detected the dog in the vast majority of images, although the edge
of the mask was not as accurate as of that provided by Deeplab. Therefore, the image is first
processed by Mask R-CNN and the bounding box produced is used to crop the image. This
is then processed by Deeplab where it is refined, if possible. A comparison of the two masks
is shown in Figure 5-10. A homography matrix is automatically generated from the Kinect
which, when applied to the RGB mask, produces the mask for the depth image.
The 2D results of evaluating the pipeline on real Kinect images are displayed in Table 5.3 and
the 3D results in Table 5.4, for cases where the neutral shape of the dog is unknown and known.
Examples of the skeletons produced are shown in Figure 5-11.
5.3.3 Predicting Shape and Skeleton for an Unknown Dog
If the skeleton and neutral mesh for the current dog is unknown, a shape model is used to
predict this information. This is the model created as a result of Section 4.3. The mean length
of each bone over a sequence for the current dog is calculated. In order to ensure symmetry
in the skeleton, the length of each bone and that of its corresponding paired bone across the
sagittal plane is averaged.
The first four eigenvectors of the shape model are used, which represent 80% of the data vari-
ance. The aim is to find the dog as generated by the shape model such that the proportions of
the bone lengths of the generated skeleton are close to those of the skeleton as predicted by
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Dog Method Metric All Head Body Tail
Dog6
CNN
MPJPE 14.754 7.496 10.099 36.559
PCK 0.885 0.988 0.958 0.556
H-GPLVM
MPJPE 13.996 12.239 10.475 26.757
PCK 0.920 0.963 0.988 0.662
H-GPLVM MPJPE 6.375 7.667 7.764 0.743
(known shape) PCK 0.993 0.994 0.990 1.000
Dog7
CNN
MPJPE 8.758 6.461 5.811 20.390
PCK 0.940 1.000 0.998 0.697
H-GPLVM
MPJPE 9.533 11.383 6.391 17.501
PCK 0.940 0.951 0.998 0.750
Table 5.3: 2D Error results when using real Kinect images, showing the error result of the
network prediction (CNN) and the final pipeline result (H-GPLVM). For Dog6, the error is also
shown where the shape of the dog mesh and skeleton is known when fitting the H-GPLVM.
Dog Method Metric All Head Body Tail
Dog6
CNN
MPJPE 0.866 0.491 0.776 1.523
PCK 0.745 0.956 0.780 0.425
H-GPLVM
MPJPE 0.667 0.466 0.627 0.993
PCK 0.873 0.969 0.938 0.575
H-GPLVM MPJPE 0.384 0.433 0.437 0.169
(known shape) PCK 0.967 0.975 0.954 1.000
Dog7
CNN
MPJPE 0.563 0.364 0.507 0.939
PCK 0.907 0.993 0.943 0.707
H-GPLVM
MPJPE 0.557 0.494 0.471 0.888
PCK 0.922 0.947 0.982 0.711
Table 5.4: 3D error results of PA MPJPE and PA PCK 3D when using real Kinect images,
where each skeleton is scaled such that the head has length of two units. The errors for the
network prediction (CNN) and the final pipeline result (H-GPLVM) are shown. For Dog6, the
error is also shown where the shape of the dog mesh and skeleton is known when fitting the
H-GPLVM.
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Figure 5-11: Example of results on real Kinect images. Top row: ground truth, second row:
projection of final 3D result, third and fourth rows: comparing the 3D result with the thinner
ground-truth result after calculating PA MPJPE. Left: Dog6, unknown shape. Centre: Dog6,
known shape. Right: Dog7, unknown shape
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the network. The tail bones of the skeletons are ignored during this process in order to allow
greater focus on the remainder of the skeleton. This will allow consideration of, for example,
dogs with docked tails. More formally, let SPRED be the skeleton with B bones as predicted
by the network, xs be the shape model coordinates, G be the function that generates a skeleton
from the shape model given xs and s by the global scale applied to the generated skeleton. L is
the function that calculates the length of each bone in the input skeleton, and Γ are the weights
applied to the bones, such that the weight for the tail bones are zero and the remainder of the












In order to find the initial value of xs, given that the shape model contains only 18 dogs,
the model representation of each dog is compared against SPRED in turn. For each dog, the
corresponding s is calculated as the median value required to scale each of the bones of the
generated dog’s skeleton with its corresponding bone in SPRED. xs and s are then refined
using Equation 5.3 with gradient descent.
5.3.4 Extending the Pipeline to Other Quadruped Species
The network is tested on the 3D models provided by Bronstein et al. [149, 179]. Depth images
of the models are rendered as described in Section 5.2.3. The training data for the network
consists of the same five motions for the five training dogs. As no ground-truth skeleton in-
formation is provided for the 3D models, performance is evaluated based on visual inspection.
The example results provided in Figure 5-12 show that the network performs well when the
pose of a given animal is similar to that seen in the training set, even if the subject is not a dog.
When the pose of the animal is very different from the range of poses in the training set, the
network performs poorly, as seen in Figure 5-13.
5.3.5 Comparing H-GPLVM Fitting Results with GPLVM
In order to assess the effectiveness of using a H-GPLVM to constrain the dog skeleton pose, it
is compared with four different GPLVMs. The test sequence is that of Dog2 as listed in Table
5.2. The H-GPLVM used for this dog was a 4D model, created from the jump sequence of the
four other dogs, along with the “poles” sequence of Dog1, and the sequence of Dog3 climbing
onto the table. While the jump sequences provide information about the movement of the legs,
they do not contain motions such as the dog turning 180 degrees, nor with its head down near
the ground. The additional two sequences contain such information.
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Figure 5-12: The pipeline is tested on images of a subset of 3D models provided by Bronstein
et al. [149, 179], rendered as in Section 5.2.3. Although the network is trained with dog
images only, the network can generate a good pose estimation for images where the animal
is in a pose similar to that in the training set. From left: the 2D network prediction, the 3D
network prediction with source mesh overlay, the 2D projected pipeline result, the 3D pipeline
skeleton result with source mesh overlay and the 3D pipeline skeleton with generated mesh.
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Figure 5-13: The network result when given images of a subset of 3D models provided by
Bronstein et al. [149, 179], rendered as in Section 5.2.3. The network fails to predict a plausible
pose of the animal if the pose is very different from those used to train the network, even if the
animal is a dog (left).
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Model ID Metric All Head Body Tail
H-GPLVM
MPJPE 0.402 0.303 0.410 0.473
PCK 1.000 1.000 0.998 1.000
GPLVM 4
MPJPE 0.509 0.311 0.544 0.596
PCK 0.961 0.995 0.967 0.910
GPLVM 8
MPJPE 0.683 0.766 0.651 0.702
PCK 0.958 0.996 0.967 0.892
Dog1 4
MPJPE 0.758 0.816 0.744 0.742
PCK 0.959 1.000 0.962 0.906
Dog1 8
MPJPE 0.543 0.311 0.580 0.662
PCK 0.944 1.000 0.974 0.796
Table 5.5: 3D error results of PA MPJPE and PA PCK 3D when comparing the effect of
different pose models in the pipeline, where each skeleton is scaled such that the head has
length of two units. The test sequence is that of Dog2. H-GPLVM is the original model.
GPLVM 4 is a 4D GPLVM created from the same data as H-GPVLM. GPLVM 8 is an 8D
GPLVM created from the same data as H-GPVLM. Dog1 4 is a 4D GPLVM created from all
sequences of Dog1. GPLVM 8 is an 8D GPLVM created from all sequences of Dog1.
A 4D GPLVM and 8D GPLVM are built with this data, which will be denoted as GPLVM 4
and GPLVM 8. A 4D GPLVM and 8D GPLVM are also built with all sequences of Dog1 only,
which will be denoted as Dog1 4 and Dog1 8. All models are tested over the same sequence,
with the errors listed in Table 5.5. The tests show that the H-GPLVM achieves the smallest
error in both MPJPE PA and PCK PA across all bone groups.
5.4 Conclusion
A system has been presented which can predict 3D shape and pose of a dog from RGB-D
images. Training data was collected from the real motion of a set of dogs, of varying shapes
and breeds. The network was trained using synthetically-generated depth images from this
motion-capture data using a model of Kinect sensor noise. Though the training data was purely
synthetic images, the network was demonstrated to work well on real Kinect input. The results
of the system were evaluated 3D ground-truth joint positions. The limited animal shape varia-
tion in the training set was shown to provide acceptable results on animals similar in shape and




In this thesis, Chapter 1 first described why the area of animal shape and pose prediction is a
topic of interest and outlined my motivation for the subsequent investigative activity. Chapter
2 described some of the current methods used to extract human and animal shape and pose
in both 2D and 3D. This also included a description of some of the popular datasets contain-
ing information about human shape and pose and the limited number of datasets with animal
skeleton annotations. Chapter 3 detailed the initial experiments of acquiring a limited dataset
of multi-view horse and dog RGB data, a synthetic horse animated sequence and dog motion-
capture data. Statistical models with limited variation were created from these sets of motion
data and used to predict the pose from multi-view reconstruction and clean synthetic depth
images.
Next, Chapter 4 described the process of recording a multi-modal canine dataset. The amount
of data acquired as a result has sufficient scale and variation to both create more expressive
statistical models and train neural networks. The project in Chapter 5 involved the prediction
of canine pose and shape from RGB-D images. In order to achieve this, a stacked hourglass
network was trained with synthetic Microsoft Kinect v2 images in order to predict the 3D
location of skeleton joints. These joint positions were refined by fitting a H-GPLVM to the
predicted locations. Finally, the potential future steps to which this thesis leads will be outlined
in Section 6.2.
The main contributions of this thesis are the following:
• A novel dataset of multi-model data describing dog shape and pose. This includes multi-
view 4K RGB and the RGB-D footage from Microsoft Kinect v2s. The ground-truth
skeleton data is recorded using the Vicon motion-capture system (Chapter 4).
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• Given RGB-D input data, a method is presented for the prediction of 3D shape and joint
locations of a dog (Chapter 5).
• A stacked hourglass neural network predicts initial joint positions which are then refined
and constrained by a H-GPLVM, converting the joint positions into joint rotations in the
process (Chapter 5, Sections 5.2.4, 5.2.5).
• A novel approach for training this network by rendering depth images using a virtual
sensor that is representative of the noise model of a Microsoft Kinect (Chapter 5, Section
5.2.3).
6.1 Discussion
6.1.1 Initial Testing Data
The first difficulty encountered during the undertaking of this thesis was the lack of animal
data. At that time, no dataset of 2D animal pose was publicly available, nor were software
toolkits such as DeepLabCut [95]. It was possible to purchase animal motion capture data
[180]. However this data can be expensive, and so not ideal when the start of my research in-
volved quick, basic tests of potential algorithms. Synthetic data could be purchased for a lower
price [181], however there is no guarantee of how accurately the synthetic shape and motion
of the animal resembles its real-life equivalent. Therefore, I found that it was advantageous to
make use of the many datasets of human shape and motion, as described in Chapter 2. Algo-
rithms could be tested on this human data, with the assumption being that the algorithms would
produce comparable results when eventually tested on animal data and help steer the direction
of my investigations.
6.1.2 Data Acquisition of Animal Subjects
I feel that the main difference between human and animal subjects, other than species shape
variation and difficulty of obtaining actors, is that humans can be directed to produce the exact
actions required. Animals, on the other hand, can only be directed to a certain extent, if at
all. To overcome this complication, it is possible to use a trained animal such as those used in
films, etc. However these subjects would represent only a small percentage in the population
and could be difficult or expensive to source. As such, although one may have an idea of the
motions that one would like to record of the animal, it is impossible to know if all these will
be carried out by the animal. One way to address this obstacle is by the use of props, as seen
in Chapter 4, which I found to be essential in producing the wide range of motions that were
desired. These props meant that each dog would react in mostly a comparable way with other
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dogs in the dataset. It was also an effective method of tracking the progress of each capture
session.
6.1.3 Marker-based Capture of Dogs
The Vicon System was used to record the data of the dogs in both Chapter 3 and 4. Chapter 3
involved carrying out tests with a single dog, in order to decide on the pipeline which would
then be used for the group of dogs in Chapter 4. Tests were performed with and without a
capture suit, with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages provided below. In both
cases, markers would frequently become detached from the subject in the cases where the dog
shook its entire body, or just through actions where the dog’s paw would come in contact with
a prop in the scene or other parts of its body.
Without A Capture Suit
Initially the dog was recorded with markers attached directly to the fur and strips of velcro
wrapped in bands around the dog’s legs. Accurate marker data could be recorded because
the markers remained in place for the vast majority of the shoot. Some disadvantages of this
method is that the process of individually applying the markers was time-consuming and the
dog had to be distracted in order to not interfere with the markers during rest periods. The
method also relies on the dog having short-fur, as attaching markers to a long-haired dog would
mean that the markers would be subject to the broad motion of the fur and not the skeleton
itself.
With A Capture Suit
Capture suits mean that a large majority of markers can be attached directly to the suit, either
in fixed or non-fixed positions, which then reduces the amount of time required to attach the
full set of markers to the dog. Even on long-haired dogs, the fur is relatively short at the base
of the legs and the head. This meant that the markers for these areas could be secured as per
usual. In cases where the tail contained much longer hair, the markers were attached to long
strips of surgical tap that wrapped completely around the tail bones. A suit also allows for
texture information than is different to that of the dog’s fur, which could be advantageous for
monocolour dogs where features are difficult to identify. An obvious disadvantage to the suit
is that some dogs may not tolerate wearing the suit, or be uncomfortable in the suit and so
produce unnatural motion. No dog recorded for the dataset displayed these sentiments, though
it remains a possibility. Care was taken with the temperature of the recording studio to ensure
that the suit did not cause the dog to overheat. Nevertheless, recording times were kept to as
short as possible to ensure the dog remained at ease. A final disadvantage of the suit was that
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although suits of different sizes were used, the sizes were classified by body length and so did
not take leg length into account. Due to the wide variation of dog shape, two dogs with the same
body length could have very different height. As such, dogs where the legs of the suit were too
long, I found that although every effort was made to secure the markers on the legs and paws,
at times during recording the material would gradually move over the session. This movement
in the markers with respect to the dog skeleton causes issues with post-processing the data as
the skeleton-solving software assumes that there is no such movement. This issue will need to
be addressed in future, possibly through the use of a more varied set of motion-capture suits.
6.1.4 Data Modality for Animal Subjects
In this thesis, marker-based methods were used to record the ground-truth skeleton. This
method produced accurate results, although there is an arduous processing stage to acquire the
skeleton from the raw marker data, as described in Section 4.2.5. While this method worked
well for the group of dogs, dogs are possibly one of the few species of animals were this method
is applicable. This is mostly due to the subjects’ temperaments and their close relationships
with humans. Attaching markers to some animals will not be possible. Multiple RGB cameras
could be used for multi-view reconstruction to produce a 3D surface which could be used as
ground-truth information rather than a skeleton. If possible, a rigged mesh could be registered
to the surface, producing a pseudo ground-truth skeleton. However test results shown in Fig-
ure 3-3 and Figure 4-10 indicate that it would be difficult to acquire an accurate 3D surface.
Recording the animal with a depth sensor could instead be used. The main drawback of using
the Microsoft Kinect v2 for this task is its low image resolution and recording speed. For the
most accurate data acquisition for ground truth, both of these issues would need to be addressed
as much as possible. I feel that if this was achieved, depth data is currently the way in which
the most accurate and useful information of the animal could be recorded.
6.1.5 Use of Synthetic Training Data
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, there is a very limited amount of annotated images of 2D animal
pose due to the difficulties in accurately detecting parts of the animals’ skeletons. I therefore
recorded a dataset of 3D shape and pose which can be manipulated in many ways to extend
the size of the dataset. As noted, it is usually not possible direct an animal to perform an
action. It is also possible that the animal performed the required action only once, and more
viewpoints of this sequence are now desired. Synthetically rendering the produced mesh of
the animal can generate these viewpoints. Another way to generate synthetic data is to transfer
the motion from a recorded animal onto the skeleton of another animal. This is noteworthy as
it is impossible to record every subject performing every desired action, or variations of the
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desired actions. Additionally, it is impossible to record shape and motion data of every species
of animals. Synthetic data may be the best way to ensure that the training data contains enough
variation to predict the shape and pose of a given animal subject, although this claim needs
further investigation and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
6.2 Future Work
As the area of animal shape and pose prediction is relatively unexplored at present when com-
pared to that of human subjects, there are many potential improvements to the pipeline and
similar projects which arise from the completion of this thesis.
In the pipeline’s current format, the mask generation stage in Chapter 5 requires an additional
pre-processing step and is based on the RGB channel of the Kinect. In general, this mask is
accurate when transformed for the depth image. However, in the cases where the dog is near
the top or bottom edge of the RGB image, applying a homography to the RGB mask produces
an incomplete mask for the depth image. This is due to the differences between the RGB and
infrared sensors in the Kinect. An example of this case is shown in Figure 6-1.
Instead, one of two possible steps can be chosen. Firstly, as stated in Section 5.3.2, while
pre-trained RGB segmentation networks are available which locate animals in the image, the
equivalent networks for RGB-D images could not be acquired. In general, RGB-D segmen-
tation networks focus on inanimate objects. It may be possible to fine-tune, for example, the
network of Wang and Neumann [182] or the RGB-D extension [183] of the network by Paszke
et al. [184], in order to segment the dog in the depth image itself. This may produce more
robust masks, as the extraction of the dog would no longer rely on texture information, and the
image aspect ratio will be correct.
However, the initial step of predicting a mask may have the effect of error propagation along
the pipeline, in that the mask may remove sections of the dog when it is applied to the image.
To address this, one could refer to the work of Mueller et al. [79] in which two CNNs are used
in succession to first locate the hand in the depth image and then to predict joint locations. In
order to achieve this, the training data for the networks contains clutter and occlusion of parts
of the hand. As such, no masks are required for this method. Since the training data used in
Chapter 5 is synthetically generated and does not require texture of objects or a lighting model,
placing objects in the scene to introduce clutter and occlusion is straightforward.
The shape estimation stage in the current pipeline relies only on bone proportions. As surface
information of the dog is also available, a logical step is to utilise this information when pre-
dicting the shape of the animal. Table 5.3 and 5.4 show that, with an accurate shape estimation
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Figure 6-1: An example where transforming the RGB mask (centre) into a mask for the depth
image (top right) using a homography matrix can result in losing information at the bottom of
the depth frame. Here, it can be seen that a black strip is located at the bottom of the depth
mask, and information about the feet in the depth image would, therefore, be lost.
of the dog, the output from the H-GPLVM is more accurate than the neural network. This
provides motivation to achieve as accurate a shape for the recorded dog as possible.
In the final stage of the pose-prediction pipeline, a single H-GPLVM is used to refine the
predicted joint locations of the neural network. More investigation is needed to determine
if this is the best practice. For example, domestic dogs can be divided into seven different
groups [185] based on the various tasks for which the breed was developed. As such, the dogs’
physical features are influenced by these tasks and it is possible that a unique H-GPLVM for
each group would produce more accurate skeleton motion. Work has previously been published
in the classification of dog breeds, where Ráduly et al. [186] achieve an approximately 90%
accuracy rate. Using such a technique would provide the breed for the dog in question, and the
corresponding model could be selected and used in the refinement stage of the pipeline.
Another possibility is to create a unique H-GPLVM for each action e.g., walk, jump, etc. Many
datasets for action recognition exist, with some of these also containing different classes of an-
imals [187, 188]. Using one of these particular datasets as training data, an action-recognition
method could then choose the best model to use given the action currently being performed
by the subject. A final possibility with regard to altering the model-refinement stage is to in-
clude the prediction of model coordinates in the network training stage and as such, the entire
pipeline could be trained end-to-end.
As an alternative to this, the model-refinement stage may be removed. Kanazawa et al. [85]
train a neural network to predict the shape parameters of the SMPL model, the joint angles
of the skeleton and the camera parameters used to produce the input RGB image, while si-
multaneously training a General Adversarial Network (GAN) to discriminate between real and
unreal human poses. This method has an added advantage in that it can be trained in an end-
to-end manner, unlike the method described in Chapter 5. Experiments have been performed
using this pipeline with the training data of a single dog but have been unable to obtain results
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which approach the accuracy of the current pipeline when using identical training data. These
experiments are on-going and will be revisited.
At present, the only temporal influence in the pipeline is the stage of shape prediction. Here,
the raw bone lengths of the network-predicted dog are determined by the median length of
each bone across the given sequence. Temporal constraints could be introduced in two areas:
in the prediction or refinement stage. When using the H-GPLVM to refine joint locations, the
finalised model coordinates of frame f could be used to initialise the model coordinates for
frame f + 1. However, experiments in Section 3.4.4 show that this can have an adverse effect
of error propagation. Alternatively, a temporal constraint could be used in the prediction stage.
This could follow the example of the method of Biggs et al. [7], where an objective function
containing a temporal prior is minimised using a genetic algorithm. This produces the optimal
joint positions given a sequence of frames.
Alternatively, a different network architecture could be chosen. In a method proposed by
Kanazawa et al. [85], a window slides over frames in a sequence. For each frame in the
window, image features are extracted. A temporal encoder learns to represent 3D human mo-
tion for these frames, from which can be extracted not only the shape parameters of the SMPL
model and joint rotations of the skeleton for the frame at the centre of the window but also for
nearby frames in the past and future at a defined interval. The final outcome of this process is
a sequence of smooth motion.
Solving the dog skeleton from marker data is very time-consuming. The majority of the marker
data recorded has not yet been processed as the focus was first placed on the five motions
of the five dogs, followed by a walk and jump sequence for the rest of the dogs in order to
finalise their skeletons. A particular difficulty with cleaning the marker data arises from the
way dogs move their paws as they walk; the markers on the top of the paw are almost always
completely excluded from view and so are not reconstructed by the motion-capture software.
The previously-cleaned marker data and solved skeleton will need to be revisited to ensure
that automatically filled-in marker trajectories are accurate. Following this, one could refer to
an automatic method such as that of Holden [59] where a neural network produces a solved
skeleton based input data of noisy marker positions. Creating a similar network trained with
dog data would reduce the time required to solve the remaining dog data and prove useful to
all future experiments involving quadruped motion capture.
In section 5.3.4, the pipeline was tested on the meshes of various species of quadrupeds pro-
vided by Bronstein et al. [149, 179]. Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 show that the main deter-
mining factor in the pose-prediction accuracy is whether the pose is similar to that seen in the
training set, rather than the species of the animal itself. This provides additional motivation to
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complete the processing of the motion-capture data, which will result in a more pose-diverse
dataset.
The current phase of my work lies in the preparation to record a group of cats. To date, no
experiments performed by the team have been successful in securing markers on a cat as this
process seems to distress the animal. When collecting the dog dataset in Chapter 4, dogs were
recorded with several Kinects. There were issues with the system, and therefore only very low
framerates were achieved. This has been remedied and currently, six Kinects will record at
29-30 fps simultaneously. The current solution for the cat capture is to use these Kinects and
multiple machine vision cameras. As there will be no markers on the subjects, ground-truth
skeleton acquisition will not be possible. However, the data provided by a dataset of cat shape
and motion has many potential uses. In particular, the discovery of the result of the pose-
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